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we knew that he’d blow up the speak-
ers on this rotation.
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Shley Kinser’s first event as a SLUG marketing teamster was back in 
2013 at our infamous 24th Anniversary tattoo parlor: Folks lined up 
for free SLUG tattoos from six local tattoo studios. Since then, she 
has lent SLUG her savvy skills at various marketing events. Her fa-
vorites include tabling for SLUG for Record Store Day, the SLUG Cat 
(happening this year on May 14) and SLUG’s anniversary parties. 
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on 900 South and West Temple. Amid all her talent, we’re doing 
cartwheels when Shley Kinser’s reppin’ SLUG.
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E
mcees Younga$$ Nico, Ethan the Barber and 
producer CASH visited SLUG headquarters to discuss 
the upcoming show and their first official album, Hap-
py Days, an 18-track effort that includes shoutouts to 

the enigmatic Dennis Rodman, Topanga from Boy Meets 
World and Basquiat. The trio’s sound is hard to explain—I 
can’t really put my finger on it. When I think the beats are 
synthetic, they throw in some strings and guitar riffs. When 
I think they are doing a lot of chanting and “trap style” 
cadences, they’ll deliver 16-bar verses that are similar in 
style to “classic” emcees. “It’s all about the background vo-
cals—the little things that happen in the background are 
so important,” says Nico. If I had to put them into a box, 
it could be described as “punk trap music.” The common 
factor in most of the songs is the bass-heavy quality that 
they possess. 

Musically and personally, Swell Merchants are still in the 
developing stages. They recorded Happy Days in a closet: 
CASH made the beats with the help of Ethan the Barber 
(who is an actual barber), and Nico added his energy and 
boisterous personality to the random conversations that 
bookend songs and make the album intimate and conversa-
tional. The content is sporadic, but mainly concentrates on 
partying, girls and dream fulfillment. While the beats may 
be dark, slow and brooding at times, a sense of optimism 
and energy emanates from the tracks, seeing as how the 
group hasn’t been burdened by the difficulties of the music 
business that have jaded some of their more seasoned con-
temporaries—yet.

The Happy Days album art is a photograph of a wall by 
CASH’s dwelling. Laden with dry, reddish leaves, the words 
“HAPPY DAYS” are scribbled on the off-white surface in 
what seems to be permanent marker. “This is the first real 
project that had a theme,” CASH says. “I took the picture 
[for the album cover] by my house walking my dog, and 
he ran by this fence and I went back there, and that was 
on the wall. Some homeless guy had been sleeping there 
and must’ve been marking the [passing] days.” The album 
cover of Happy Days contrasts its title, like the contrast be-
tween the album’s brooding, dark sounds and the upbeat 
nature of the group’s performances. “It was supposed to be 
ironic—a slow, dark album with the name Happy Days,” 
says CASH. The group formed in the same organic way 
that produced the album cover—friends came together and 
bonded over their love for music and their mutual respect 
for each other. 

The trio has been rising 
quickly in the past few 
months, dropping roughly 
20 singles on SoundCloud and a 
demo project (aptly named Demo) before 
actually putting an official album into their 
discography. “Last year, we picked up the 
pace,” says Nico. “We did our first legit 
show—well, our first show was a BBQ par-
ty. Our first real chance was opening for Lil 
Debbie and Caskey at The Loading Dock. 
I was really stoked because it was the first 
time our name was on a poster. There were 
tickets with our name, and we were like, 
‘Whoa, that’s weird.’”

Swell Merchants excel when they perform. 
They jump around like House of Pain do, 
covering every inch of the stage and con-
necting with the songs and their audiences. 
I doubt you’d ever catch them sitting down 
onstage like Big Pun or The Notorious 
BIG. Rather, they draw influences from 
big-name artists, from Kanye West to Fu-
ture, Travis Scott to Young Thug and 
A$AP Mob.

When critiquing new groups, it’s hard not 
to use clichés and tired comparisons claim-
ing that they’re “a breath of fresh air” or 
“the next hot commodity.” Many rookie 
rap groups fall victim to trends like wear-
ing New Religion jeans, flashing guns at 
the camera in videos and using slang gra-
tuitously in an attempt to gain fans and mo-
mentum, but that’s not a problem the Swell 

Merchants have. 
“You should be trying 

to make your own thoughts 
and form your own words and 

shit, but naturally, maybe [certain] cadenc-
es might come across [in your music],” Nico 
says. “Sometimes I wanna rap like Young 
Thug, but at the same time, I’m gonna be 
me and rap about the shit that I know and 
still actually use words, not weird sounds 
and yelps.”

Headlining a show is a big deal for a new 
group, a point that Swell Merchants are 
well aware of. “[Performing with] Cig is a 
big deal for us … Cig and Brisk are both 
the homies,” CASH says. “The [hip-hop] 
scene [in Utah] is getting nice, and we’re 
right where we want to be right now.” It’s 
hard to predict which newcomers will latch 
onto the public consciousness and create a 
movement. It’s even more difficult to keep 
a group of artists together long enough to 
make that dream possible. Swell Merchants 
are no different in that regard; however, with 
their passion for performance and creativity 
combined with their respect for their craft, 
whatever they do will be a pleasure for fans 
to digest. 

Ride the Swell Merchants’ wave and lis-
ten to their new album at soundcloud.com/
swell-merchants before you check them out 
on April 21 at the Urban Lounge, one day 
after they release their untitled new project 
on April 20.

Localized \
By Keith McDonald
u0604487@utah.edu
Photos: Russel Daniels

You would think that there would be a specific formula or 
ritual to making music by the second album, but the songs 
are created organically in sessions between three friends 
who enjoy making music in each other’s company. (You 
can’t forget crew member Asian Steve, the manager, pro-
moter and documenter who lent his voice on Track 8 on 
Devil’s Food.)

So what qualities does it take to be invited to Ghost Recon? 
According to Brisk, poignant lyrics, meaningful choruses 
and vivid stories are key tools in a rapper’s toolbox—be-
ing able to write material quickly helps as well. Even then, 
breaking big in the music industry is not an easy task, but 
Cig Burna is making headway. The title track off of Devil’s 
Food has been played on U92, something that is uncom-
mon for Utah rap acts. “It feels good to have my music out 
there in the world,” says Cig, when talking about hearing 
his songs on platforms like Microsoft music, Sirius XM and 
broadcast radio, “but at the same time, I paid my dues for 
it to be there.”

Now that they’ve gotten the Beehive buzzing, Cig’s next 
move is to make more money to invest in collabs and larger 
venues and shows. “Our next step is major radio play be-
sides just a few radio spins here and there,” Cig says.

No matter how hardcore or independent a musician is, they 
are still artists, and artistry inherently requires support. For 
entertainers to come out of Utah, we have to support local 
talent—unless you want to wait for a TV show to do it for us 
again. Come support Utah hip-hop at Urban Lounge.

W
est Valley’s own Cig Burna, of the 
group VilleAge, will bless the Local-
ized stage for the first time on April 
21 at Urban Lounge. Although this is 

Cig’s first time rapping for SLUG’s Localized 
platform, he is no stranger to spitting rhymes 
at Urban Lounge, having opened for Mobb 
Deep and performed at several different 
shows over the years. Recognition has come 
slowly, but it seems to be picking up with the 
Aug. 2015 release of Cig’s second album, 
Devil’s Food.

If you are a fan of Utah rap music and you 
haven’t heard of VilleAge, you need to 
stop pressing the snooze button. VilleAge 
consists of Cig Burna, Lefty 2 Guns, pro-
ducer Brisk One (also known as Brisk 
or BriskOner) and the recently departed 
Yung Rip. Brisk has produced beats for un-
derground Utah acts to industry giants like 
KRS-One. His studio, affectionately named 
Ghost Recon, is a shrine of hip-hop that 
contains every ingredient needed to create 
good music: mixing boards, microphones, a 
booth, hip-hop comics and baseball cards, 
concert flyers and tons of vinyl. It’s like a 
hip-hop museum—just the place you’d think 
would manufacture Cig’s classic hip-hop 
sound with a Wasatch twist.

Sonically, it’s hard to put a label on Cig Bur-
na, Brisk and the VilleAge camp because of 
BriskOne’s versatility. “If I could say anything, 
it’s across the board,” says Cig. “When I say 
that, I mean like, what do you want? Do you 

want some classic shit, or some straight hip-
hop shit? Do you want some R&B music, do 
you want some salsa music, or do you want 
some off-the-wall commercial weirdness? 
That’s the dopest thing about Brisk being a 
tastemaker—he can produce anything. We 
can [easily] go from making a hard trap 
song or a drill song to making some straight 
hip-hop to making something that’s R&B-ish.”

Influences from the West Coast, East Coast 
and the dirty South have seeped into the 
consciousness of contemporary artists, so 
categorizing a sound that’s not from places 
like New York, Los Angeles or Atlanta be-
comes difficult because the borders of hip-
hop have been taken down with the advent 
of the Internet and increased accessibility to 
hardware and music programs. Cig Burna 
and BriskOne are taking on the arduous task 
of creating a sound for the Valley while still 
staying true themselves. “We’ve never been 
competing with locals,” says Cig. “Not say-
ing we are better—I don’t wanna compete 
with my home team. I wanna compete with 
those people out there in the world who 
don’t know about us.”

Lyrically, Cig Burna’s qualities are apparent. 
“He’s just a natural writer, a natural word-
smith,” Brisk says, “but it’s not so much being 
a natural writer. There are a lot of people 
who are natural writers and are able to put 
words together and rap. I think it’s his life 
experience that gives the music an authentic-
ity—it’s not contrived.”

The SLUG Localized concert series is back in the hip-hop game with yet another 
joint at Urban Lounge, and it promises to be lit. The April 21 show will take place 
at 8 p.m., featuring headliners Swell Merchants and supported by VilleAge 
veteran Cig Burna and Poet. The show is free of charge, thanks to our sponsors 
at KRCL 90.9 FM, Split Ink SLC and the Uinta Brewing Company. 

(L–R) Ethan the Barber, CASH and Younga$$ Nico of 
Swell Merchants bring a passion for performance 
and respect for the craft to their hip-hop stylings.

(L–R) Cig Burna and Brisk are serving up 
Devil’s Food at Urban Lounge for April’s 
Localized.
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For most of the music industry, the idea of 
cassette tape production is outdated and an-

tiquated. Many artists these days seem hesitant 
to even release hard copies of albums at all, pre-
ferring to sell downloads on iTunes, Bandcamp 
or music-streaming services. We have entered an 
era where music has become almost complete-
ly virtual: growing, blooming and dying solely 
online. However, for Jack Murphey and Eric 
Delgado of Luxury Sky District, the art of the 
cassette tape is not dead, but something that 
should be celebrated. 

Luxury Sky District began in August 2015 as the 
brainchild of Murphey, a local Salt Lake City 
musician and lover of the electronic music genre 
vaporwave. Originating online in early 2010, 
vaporwave music uses slowed, deconstructed 
1980s synth sounds and samples, combined 
with modern drumbeats and bass. Although it 
has been slow to gain popularity, there has been 
more and more interest in the vaporwave genre 
and aesthetic in the past year. Commenting on 
how vaporwave music has changed as of late, 
Murphey says, “I’ve noticed it start to step away 
from the computer screen, which is good, be-
cause it’s almost been entirely virtual until now.” 

According to Murphey, vaporwave music as a 
whole “has a sense of nostalgia, but still has a 
sense of the present,” which mirrors the unique 
way that LSDistrict is releasing music today. Every 
single artist’s work that LSDistrict releases is avail-
able on a handmade cassette, which Murphey 
and Delgado record and mix. Unlike digital mu-
sic, which can be copied in a matter of seconds, 
the cassette production done by LSDistrict is done 
in real time. “We record our tapes one by one,” 
Delgado says. “Say we do a release and we have 

to do 50 cassettes: That’s 50 hours that we have 
to spend recording.” 

Although the release of cassette tapes is labori-
ous and time-consuming, Murphey says that it is 
worth the effort. “Tapes are a lot more personal 
than CDs,” he says, “and [they] appeal to a wide 
range of audiences.” From older music listen-
ers who feel a certain nostalgia for cassettes to 
younger people looking to purchase something 
that is more gratifying than a download, the 
formatting of tapes does not seem to be thought 
of as “old.” Rather, they treasure the process of 
creating tapes—taking the time to record a tape, 
choosing the color scheme and making cover 
art. Murphey and Delgado work hard to create 
original Vaporwave-style cover art, including old-
school 3D imagery, bright neon colors and Japa-
nese Kanji lettering, bringing back the idea that 
people are paying for something that is tangible. 
Like painters and other artists, Murphey and Del-
gado are able to shape their vision through their 
own unique medium. 

For Murphey, the goal for LSDistrict is to pro-
duce higher-quality tapes for lesser known art-
ists and to give back to independent producers 
who would not usually make much money or be 
recognized. “I wanted to create an atmosphere 
where I could help people get their music out, 
aside from just on their computer,” he says. “I 
wanted to help them get a physical copy of their 
goods.” To Murphey and Delgado, the work 
does not go unnoticed. “Some of the messages 
I’ve gotten back about how it’s made people feel 
is heartwarming,” says Murphey. “The stuff peo-
ple will write you makes it worth it. “

Although LSDistrict is based in Salt Lake City, 

LUXURY 
SKY 
DISTRICT

By Taylor Hartman 
mr.taylor.hartman@gmail.com

(L–R) Jack Murphey and Eric Delga-
do curate the local, cassette-based 
label LSDistrict.

most of the actual orders placed and artists 
featured on the label are from other countries. 
“I have hundreds of followers from all over the 
globe,” Murphey says. “I’ve shipped to Japan; 
I’ve shipped to Ukraine, to Brazil, Australia. I 
think the only two continents I’ve never hit are 
Africa and Antarctica.” 

As far as doing local shows and featuring local 
artists, LSDistrict is moving forward—cautiously. 
Currently, there are only two other local musicians 
other than Murphey and Delgado that are fea-
tured or signed to LSDistrict. When asked if he 
would ever do a show as his musical alias, Wolf 
Smoothie, Delgado says, “We’re still trying to 
figure out how people would react to it, because 
it’s such a new genre. Here in Salt Lake City, we 
would have to feel it out and see if there would 
be an audience.” 

Wolf Smoothie most definitely stands out within the 
typical electronic music scene. “When I joined LS-
District, I felt like it was a good way to do my own 
thing,” Delgado says. “I’ve been producing music 
for seven years now, and I’ve always tried to get 
into these cliques. It’s been hard to meet people 
who have similar interests to what I want to do.” 
Collaborations are on the way with more artists 
in the local Salt Lake area, but both Delgado and 
Murphey seem content with doing their own thing 
and paving their own way for the time being. “In 
Salt Lake, everybody tries to stay in one little box,” 
Delgado says. Luxury Sky District, however, is 
breaking down those boxes, one tape at a time.

To listen to LSDistrict’s releases, visit 
lsdistrict.bandcamp.com.

COMBINING DIGITAL 
AND ANALOG ONE 
TAPE AT A TIME
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Scott H. Biram is simply unstoppable. If I believed in a god, I would wholeheartedly believe 
that he put Scott H. Biram on this earth to be the dirty-ol’ one-man band that he is and to be 
playing the disorderly blues and country music that he creates so well. If you’re not familiar 
with Biram, he is a roots musician who forwent a backing band, choosing instead to rely 
on his guitar prowess and supply his own percussion by pounding his foot on a homemade 
pedal board. He’s the singer-songwriter from Hell that wouldn’t be caught dead at a coffee-
house on open-mic night, but he will be taking his live performance to Metro Bar on April 23.

SLUG: What was your music career like before 
you decided to be aone-man band?
Scott H. Biram: Growing up in Texas, every 
kid learns to play blues guitar. I was in all sorts 
of punk and metal bands, and even a psychedel-
ic metal band for a while called The Things. 
When I hit my early 20s, I rediscovered Doc 
Watson and bluegrass music and started play-
ing in bluegrass bands, and that’s when I first 
started touring. Then all the bands I was playing 
in broke up, but I wanted to keep touring and 
playing. I had dabbled with playing solo before, 
but I knew I didn’t want to do the coffeehouses. I 
wanted to get into the rock clubs, so I started ex-
perimenting with different speakers and stomping 
my foot on shit, and that just kind of turned into 
the one-man band.

SLUG: Was there anyone else you knew of do-
ing a one-man band?
Biram: I knew of other guys that had done 
it, like Bob Log III and Hasil Adkins, but I 
wouldn’t necessarily say they were big influenc-
es. I was more influenced by blues players like 
Lightnin’ Hopkins and guys that would play 
like they were playing out on the porch, and once 
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I started drawing good crowds and I didn’t have 
to split the money with anybody, it just seemed 
like the smart way to do it.

SLUG: Is it hard to be out onstage alone every 
night?
Biram: My crew is like my band, so if I can make 
eye contact with my sound guy or my merch guy, 
then it’s like we can laugh about something I said 
or some story I told, but I still think about putting 
a whole band together. My sound guy is a great 
drummer, so maybe, one day, we’ll put together 
a trio, but I’m so busy, I just can’t put the time into 
doing it.

SLUG: You are able to combine so many genres 
in your music. Is that intentional?
Biram: I was an art major in college, and what I 
mostly did was collages, and that’s how I think of 
my records. I try to fit everything I can by combin-
ing blues, country, Americana, and even punk and 
metal—so it’s just me putting myself out there, and 
that’s all part of my musical makeup, so that’s just 
what I naturally put out.

By James Orme   |   greaserjames@gmail.com

Scott H. Biram invokes punk 
and metal that help shape 
the blues and country in 
his one-man act.

SLUG: What has your experience been with 
Bloodshot Records?
Biram: They’ve been great and have brought a 
ton fans, and it’s been great to work with them. 
It’s funny because I like to think I was a turning 
point for them because, before me, they only had 
alt-country and Americana artists, and here I am: 
the foul-mouth, black-sheep blues rocker. After 
me, they started signing some other rock bands, 
so I think I’ve influenced them a little. I remember 
stopping in at the label before I got signed, and 
I saw on their website, they said, “We don’t sign 
metal bands, and you’re not the exception,” so I 
went in there and handed Robbie (the owner) my 
tape and said, “Hey, I heard you don’t sign metal 
bands, but I’m the exception,” and they called me 
a few days later.

SLUG: Who’s the typical Scott H. Biram fan?
Biram: Generally, I hear from people that I 
helped them get through a breakup [laughs]. I 
don’t know. I play a lot of songs in minor key 
and a lot of murder ballads, so maybe it’s that. 
I get the good-ol’ boys in the trucker hats, I get 
the blues connoisseurs who were seeing all my 
heroes in the ’60s and then all kinds of people in 
between, so I can’t say why they are into what I 
do, but I’m happy that they are there.

Any fan of music has seen bands and different acts 
live, but I can guarantee that you haven’t seen any-
thing like Scott H. Biram. The intensity, the sorrow 
and even the joy that he can control a room with 
are things that few can even come close to. Biram 
will be playing the Metro Bar on April 23 with Su-
persuckers and Jesse Dayton.
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When I first put down roots in Rose Park, I was 
immediately impressed by its diversity and the 
overall sense of community within these few 
square city blocks. Being cut off from the rest 
of the city by golf courses, freeways and train 
yards, this tight-knit space feels much more 
like a small town than a neighborhood. And 
with this small-town vibe comes old family ri-
valries, innumerable traditions and a shared 
history that continues to bring people togeth-
er. At the crossroads of this regional diversity 
and civic kinship, you will find a crown jewel 
of the River District restaurant scene: Chubby’s  
Mexican Restaurant.

Chubby’s has been around for as long as 
anyone in the area can remember—support-
ing little league baseball, throwing parking 
lot parties for Cinco de Mayo and provid-
ing quality and consistently good Mexican 
comfort food for a reasonable price. It is as 
much a neighborhood staple as the Jordan 
River, yet it remains tucked away in Rose Park, 
hidden from those not willing to go north of 
North Temple for Mexican food.

During a recent trip, I ordered the Chubby 
Changa Platter ($7.99), a crispy chimichanga 
burrito filled with your choice of ground beef, 
chicken or shredded beef, and served with 
mild savory Spanish rice and refried beans. 
For an extra buck, you can get it stuffed with 
grilled steak, and for an extra $2, they’ll even 
smother the whole thing with a chile verde 
sauce and cheese. I usually opt for the shred-
ded beef option, and I never regret it. The 
beef is tender and flavorful, and the addition 
of sour cream and guacamole cuts the rich-
ness of the fried burrito and adds a bit of mel-
low creaminess to the platter.   

Chubby’sChubby’s 
Mexican Restaurant

By James Bennett
bennett.james.m@gmail.com

955 N. 1400 W.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116

801.596.2070
Monday – Saturday: 

10 a.m.–10 p.m.
Sunday: 10 a.m.–9 p.m.
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Chubby’s Chubby Changa Platter makes for great Mexican comfort food.

The times that I’ve ventured away from the 
Chubby Changa Platter, I’ve usually ended 
up ordering from the combination menu. A 
favorite is Combination #5 ($5.99), a beef 
tamale smothered in chile verde sauce and 
paired with a cheese enchilada. The dec-
adence is high with this one. The slightly 
spicy home-made tamale, great on its own, 
is much improved with the addition of the 
green sauce. When I order this one, I usually 
complete the meal with a generous side por-
tion of rice and beans for an extra $4. An-
other favorite selection is Combination #7 
($6.99), the Deluxe Burrito. For this one, the 
burrito is stuffed with rice and beans, sour 
cream and guacamole, with cheese, lettuce, 
tomato and your choice of ground beef or 
shredded chicken. It is essentially an entire 
meal rolled up in a giant tortilla. As with oth-
er menu options, you can upgrade to shred-
ded beef for $1 more and get it covered in 
chile verde sauce for an extra $2. This is 
my favorite meal when I’m in the mood for 
chicken, and the portion size is so generous 
that I often find myself struggling to finish it.   

In addition to these lunch and dinner options, 
the restaurant also has an entire breakfast 
menu and a seafood section. I’ve never or-
dered any of their breakfast selections, but 
the word on the street is that the Huevos 
Rancheros ($7.25) is both great-tasting and 
an incredible cure for a late morning hang-
over. The seafood menu leans heavily toward 
shrimp—both fried and grilled—so during my 
latest visit, I ordered the Shrimp Fajita Platter 
($13.50). The spicy shrimp came mixed in a 
sizzling skillet with grilled onions and pep-
pers. It was served with a separate plateful 
of rice, beans and several homemade torti-

llas (corn or flour, your choice). The succulent 
shrimp was tender and flavorful, and the ratio 
of meat to vegetables was close to perfect. 
Fajitas often seem too greasy to me, but these 
were a welcome exception. Still, in order 
to add a little bit of freshness to the meal, I 
added a side of avocado slices for an extra 
$2.50. This was a good move. I recommend 
this one to anyone wanting a twist on classic 
beef or chicken fajitas.

As you use a tortilla chip to scrape those 
final few grains of rice from your plate, be 
sure to save room for dessert. For those in 
a rush to leave, they offer various flavors of 
ice cream served in a cone. A single scoop 
will run you $1.25, and a double goes for 
$1.50. For those wanting to tarry a little lon-
ger in the often cramped restaurant, you can 
get a scoop of fried ice cream, topped with 
whipped cream and chocolate or caramel 
for $3.99. They also offer flan, and a jam- or 
chocolate-filled, cannoli-style dessert called 
Xango for $3.99 apiece. 

Much as I’d love to keep Chubby’s all to my-
self, it is definitely worthy of your time. For us 
in Rose Park, it is a neighborhood treasure. 
The food is consistently good, and the staff 
is both friendly and attentive. There may be 
more authentic or busier Mexican restau-
rants in the valley, but whenever I go out in 
search of Mexican food, I always end up 
here. Whether you’re looking for call-ahead 
takeout or want to dine in and snack on com-
plementary chips and salsa while you wait 
for your order, Chubby’s is a great source for 
Mexican comfort food in Salt Lake City.
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Lance Barresi 

Take The

Lance Barresi 
Daniel Hall

An Interview with 

In the early ’70s, the tone of America’s count-
er-culture was getting pretty dark, and under-
standably so. Hippies were being drafted, 
the decades-long economic boom had be-
come barely a whisper, and social activism 
was boiling the blood of concerned citizens 
of all persuasions. The music, though—hot 
damn. At least, that’s the opinion of vinyl col-
lectors/entrepreneurs Lance Barresi (co-own-
er of Permanent Records) and Daniel 
Hall (of RidingEasy Records). The two 
have both spent countless hours of archaeo-
logical research to produce their latest com-
pilation of virtually unknown proto-punk and 
stoner metal artists from their golden age. “I 
always want to explore the furthest depths of 
the possibilities in any given genre …” says 
Barresi, “[so] a lot of the stuff we were trying 
to dig up doesn’t appear in the wild.”

Barresi and Hall are both Los Angeles–
based DJs and record shop owners who’ve 
been big fans of psychedelic rock throughout 
the course of their friendship. However, the 
idea to start the Brown Acid series came from 
a shared interest in discovering rare vinyl. 
“I have a weekly DJ night at the Black Boar 
in L.A., and I primarily play hard rock and 
heavy psych, so I was already collecting a 
lot of stuff that showed up on Brown Acid,” 
says Barresi. “Sometimes, the only way 
for me to get some of the 45s was to track 
down those who were involved [in creating 
it].” Barresi’s direct strategy became crucial 
for him in discovering new music without 
having to go through the hassle of dealing 
with other competitors. As a result, he had 
also been accumulating valuable contacts 
over time who would eventually help to 
make the compilation possible. Says Hall, 
“Yeah, we were just hanging out one day, 
and [Barresi] had a copy of a record I had 
been looking for for a long time, and I was 
like, ‘How the fuck did you find this?’ and he 
goes, ‘Oh, I just called the band, and they 
had a copy in their garage.’” Stunned and 
excited, Hall offered to form a unique part-
nership to help Barresi find other long-lost  

musicians and license those who contributed 
to this valuable moment in music history.

As it turns out, the task of both locating and 
licensing vintage tracks is easier said than 
done. Barresi and Hall took note of similar 
compilations beforehand, such as Nuggets 
and the Bonehead Crunchers series. While 
Nuggets sought after already known and 
signed artists, Bonehead Crunchers unfairly 
bootlegged from many of the underground 
bands they featured. For Brown Acid, Barresi 
and Hall wanted to get original copies of the 
artists’ material and make sure that all bands 
involved were being paid fairly for the use of 
their music. However, this commitment can be 
daunting, considering the patience required 
for getting ahold of long-since-folded label 
companies, the names of unaccredited art-
ists, family members of deceased musicians 
or even a living, psych rock veteran who can 
adequately manage their email. Neverthe-
less, the two were surprised to have gath-
ered enough material for at least five or six 
installments of legitimately licensed and re-
mastered tracks from amazing nobodies like 
The Todd, Ash, Raw Meat, Crossfield, 
Lenny Drake and many more. 

Now that they’re approaching the second 
pressing for Volume One, both of the guys 
behind Brown Acid are excited about the re-
actions that they have been receiving from 
fans as well as other collectors. For Barresi, his 
commitment to the search for new music comes 
from a place of admiration for the bands. “I 
have always wanted to dig as deep as I pos-
sibly can into everything that I’ve ever gotten 
interested in,” says Barresi. “I found that I dis-
covered the underground stuff to be far more 
interesting and appealing than the mainstream 
level … It’s more endearing and real when 
people are doing it all for the right reasons 
regardless of whether there was commercial 
appeal there or not.”

Hall—whose label, RidingEasy Records, signs 
modern bands of this genre—agrees that the 

connection to the music is deeply personal. 
“Brown Acid is important to me because this 
type of sound is the blueprint for how Ridin-
gEasy is now and the new bands that I have 
signed,” says Hall. “Back then, you were 
either on Columbia, Warner Bros., etc., 
or you weren’t gonna get a shot … It’s spe-
cial to me to have these relics [because] they 
could have been any of the bands on my 
label, had they been playing now.”

The second volume of Brown Acid releases 
on—wait for it—April 20, just four days 
after Record Store Day. For both collec-
tors, Record Store Day is a nice reminder 
for people that businesses—like Permanent 
and RidingEasy—still exist. However, both 
labels are still open for business just about 
364 more days out of the year, and it’s more 
important to remember that community in-
volvement is what has made record stores 
so essential before the time when playlist al-
gorithms could suggest music for you. “We 
[record store owners] curate a selection of 
vinyl records for people who are into the for-
mat and are into finding out about different 
stuff—whether that means a classic record 
that they never got around to listening to yet, 
or a crazy-obscure 45 like on Brown Acid,” 
says Berresi. “You’re going into a library 
specifically curated by the person behind 
the counter who is knowledgeable about 
everything that happens to be in the store 
at any given time … That’s pretty priceless.”

Psych rock fans can get a taste of the new, 
tailor-made tracks via Consequence of Sound 
on April 20 for the next edition of Brown 
Acid. Learn more at permanentrecordsla.com 
and ridingeasyrecs.com.

By Nic Smith  nccsmmth@gmail.com

(L-R) Daniel Hall of RidingEasy 

Records and Lance Barresi, 

co-owner of Permanent Records.
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Napalm Death’s Legacy of Grind

HUMAN MEAT:

By Bryer Wharton    
bryernw@gmail.com

apalm Death are often referred to as a 
political band but also frequently referred 
to as one of the most, if not the most, in-

fluential grindcore bands ever. Napalm Death 
play Salt Lake City at the Urban Lounge on April 
29 with openers Melvins and Melt Banana. 
Napalm Death vocalist and frontman Mark 
“Barney” Greenway is one of the nicest, 
most humble guys I’ve ever talked with from the 
extreme music scene, offering insight into politics 
and what it means to be human. As a vocalist, 
Greenway’s voice is more akin to something inhu-
mane, screaming the lyrics he writes in the most 
violent fashion possible while coexisting with the 
extreme ferocity of hyper-speed drumming and 
crunchy/crusty guitars. “That’s the real paradox 
to it, because the lyrics are about trying to pro-
mote humanity and ask, ‘Why is it that a certain 
percentage of people in the world have complete-
ly forgotten or never realized what humanity actu-
ally meant?’” says Greenway.

To me, Napalm Death have always been a band 
you can instantly recognize, with a brash, of-
ten insanely fast sound and distinct vocals. The 
legacy of Napalm Death has always been how 
unique they are. When I brought up how Napalm 
Death are often lumped into the metal sub-genre 
category, Greenway didn’t deny the band’s metal 
influences and acknowledged the myriad sounds 
that the band tries to incorporate. He described 
the band as a mish-mash of more sub-genres than 
he cared to list, and he did list off quite a few. 
“Napalm is the sum of many component parts, 
and everything comes from somewhere,” says 
Greenway. “It just sounds like it’s got a special 
something that could only have come from those 
four individuals. I can’t put into words what that 
is. It’s a certain feeling.”

Napalm Death’s latest album, Apex Predator – 
Easy Meat, centers on a lyrical focal point that 

N
was ignited by a horrific, tragic event: The Rana 
Plaza tragedy in Bangladesh. In April 2013, a 
building that was already deemed unsafe col-
lapsed, killing 1,130 textile workers. “It was an 
event that undermined and really brought home 
the whole issue of exploitative labor,” says Green-
way, “which is not out there enough. I don’t feel 
people know about [what happened]. I think that 
event really compounded the real injustice—the 
inhumanity—of exploitative labor.”

In one song on the new album, “Dear Slum Land-
lord…,” Greenway addresses how people are 
set up in housing complexes that big companies 
own and then allow gangs to exert control over. 
Lyrically, Apex Predator comes full circle in ex-
pressing how people all over the world, despite 
culture and class, are denied the freedoms that 
they deserve. The album cover art helps solidify 
this sentiment. “The meat that’s in the tray on [the 
album cover] is actually meant to be the human 
beings that are involved in this,” says Greenway. 
“Those that have been … treated as commodities 
… are consumed by the process, which puts them 
to [the very] work that makes them expendable.” 
At first, Apex Predator is intense and filled with 
grind rage, but with close listening, Greenway’s 
voice becomes propelled by a riff-based song-
writing structure, comparable to a provocative, 
40-minute explosion. On “Hierarchies,” the clean 
vocal points state, “Those vicious cycles, ecocide 
/ We spilled the blood of innocents.”    

Greenway mentioned how dehumanizing ex-
ploitative labor is because it reduces people to 
being components of a machine. When the ma-
chine breaks down, you just fix it or buy a new 

machine. Greenway aims to bring the issue to 
a bigger stage and help make a difference, but 
despite the public outcry and news media cover-
age, at the end of the day, nothing happened—
as exemplified by the response to the Rana Plaza 
tragedy—and the same type of exploitative and 
expendable labor persists.

Talking to Greenway was like having a long, 
polite political conversation. I would not want to 
get into a pissing match over certain things with 
Greenway because he knows his shit. Of course, 
I had to bring up the election and race for presi-
dency, as well as Donald Trump. “You would 
think I’d be super offended by him, but I’m not,” 
says Greenway, “because he’s so ridiculous that 
he hasn’t got the capacity to offend.”

Joining Napalm Death’s upcoming U.S. tour are 
the always eccentric Melvins, who, from album 
to album, have explored and experimented with 
every musical genre under the sun. Also joining 
are Melt Banana, a pop/noise/grind band from 
Japan. A tour with sounds of oddity and extremity 
is the definition of variety. “One of the things that 
keeps us stimulated is making sure that life has 
variety,” says Greenway about Napalm Death’s 
upcoming U.S. tour. That statement epitomizes 
what Napalm Death are all about: sticking to 
their musical gusto and not conforming for any 
reason, but also making sure that they never re-
peat themselves musically—remaining a genuine 
band who cares deeply about its art. The art 
comes to Salt Lake City on April 29. You don’t 
have to agree with Napalm Death’s views to ap-
preciate the band’s honesty, transparency and, of 
course, their music.

Napalm Death will pulverize 
Urban Lounge with a 

political bite on April 29.
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O
ver the past decade or so, varying degrees 
of music collectors worldwide have seem-
ingly begun to defect from large online 
retailers like eBay and Amazon in favor 
of “smaller,” more intimate online stores. 
The most popular, and quite possibly the 

fastest-growing, is Discogs. What began for found-
er and CEO Kevin Lewandowski as a simple 
means of tracking his personal music collection has 
turned into arguably the most comprehensive online 
database of recorded music, as well as an extremely 
popular marketplace—which is now taking shape in 
a brand-new app. For those unfamiliar with discogs.
com, users can browse through an immense online 
database of music releases to gather information, 
upload new releases, catalog their own collection 
and seek out items for purchase that may have elud-
ed them for years. “There is so much data in there,” 
says Chad Dahlstrom, the company’s Chief Op-
erating Officer. The database is so comprehensive 
that you can drill down to the most specific release 
details. “You don’t just own an Allman Brothers 
album,” says Dahlstrom. “You own the Polydor 1977 
release from Spain.”

Lewandowski began building the first iteration of the 
site back in 2000. “I was looking for a site that al-
lowed me to track my collection,” he says. “I saw 
a lot of user-built sites popping up at the time, like 
Slashdot and the Open Directory Project,” which 
weren’t quite what Lewandowski was looking for, 
so he decided to build his own site. Lewandowski 
would work nights and weekends building the site, 
which he says took about six months, then seeded 
it with about 250 drum and bass records from his 
own collection and emailed what he had built to 
his friends. He had no idea that his hobby would 
eventually grow into the behemoth that it has now 
become: With what was initially a simple database 
that Lewandowski envisioned using to track all of 
the electronic music he came across and the initial 
250 records he uploaded to the site, almost 7 mil-
lion pieces of physical media across 16 genres have 

been added to the discogs.com database, 
which currently has more individually acces-
sible pages than Wikipedia. 

Thanks to the size and depth of the database, 
people are able to learn about music that they 
may never have known about, and thanks to 
the marketplace, they are able to acquire it. 
“There is more transparency with information 
on pricing and availability, so you may not be 
able to score that rare record in a dollar bin 
somewhere anymore,” says Lewandowski. 
“On the other hand, shop owners are getting 
fair prices.” This is a blessing for some and a 
curse for others. Collectors who have become 
accustomed to scouring used vinyl shops and 
obtaining valuable items at a fraction of their 
going rate have begun seeing a decline in 
collectors’ items popping up in bargain bins, 
but those who haven’t before had the luxu-
ry of spending their free time indulging in 
record-hunting are now able to search, find 
and purchase hard-to-find items within min-
utes. Additionally, Discogs has helped bring 
music collecting back into the mainstream. 
“We helped enable a group of collectors who 
otherwise were seeing a decline in physical 
media interest,” says Dahlstrom. “In a way, I 
feel we helped keep the momentum up when 
things were looking grim.” Obviously, Dahl-
strom is referring to the “dark days” of music 
collecting when it seemed that music was on 
track to go completely digital and that phys-
ical music releases were becoming obsolete. 
“Now that vinyl is so strong, we are seeing 
collectors come back and new collectors join-
ing us every day,” says Dahlstrom.  

On Feb. 29, Discogs officially released their 
app for iOS. Just like discogs.com, the app has 
been developed and will continue to evolve, 
based directly on the feedback from the com-
munity. “Our own product actually reviews all 

the feedback that comes in on the forums to 
build the app roadmap,” says Lewandowski. 
“We started with feedback from the beta re-
lease and added collection and want-list fil-
tering, access to collection folders and a full 
image gallery.” Some of the other ideas that 
have come up are integrating discogs.com 
messaging, starting a submission to the data-
base with your phone’s camera, and reverse 
image search for album covers and center la-
bels. Thus far, response to the app has been 
largely positive. While the app is currently 
unavailable for Android users, individuals 
can visit discogs.com/app and sign up for an 
invitation once it does become available.  

Whether you are a diehard collector or 
you’re just curious to see if you can finally 
find a copy of that hard-to-find single that you 
had your first grade school dance to, Discogs 
has undoubtedly helped revive the physical 
media release for music. It has helped usher 
in a whole new generation of collectors who, 
hitherto, thought that CDs were best used as 
coasters and didn’t even know how to play 
those crazy 12-inch pieces of vinyl their 
parents had in a dusty box in the basement. 
Hell, even those crazy spools of magnetic 
tape housed in cheap plastic have made 
somewhat of a resurgence and have found a 
comfortable marketplace on discogs.com. As 
for making sure you find exactly what you are 
looking for when you visit the site, Lewand-
owski sums it up nicely: “Our marketplace 
differs from other sites like eBay or Amazon 
because of the accuracy of our data,” he 
says. “If you order the third pressing of a Jap-
anese import, you know you’ll be receiving 
that exact version, and you can’t do that on 
the other sites. We also have the best commu-
nity out there, so the shared knowledge base 
on our site is unlike anything you would find 
on those sites.”

By Gavin Hoffman  •  reigniforever666@gmail.com

VIRTUAL VINYL MEETING PLACE
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The Discogs team facilitates a global music-collectors community.
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Bad news: Your grandma’s dead. Good news: 
You’ve inherited box after box of her dusty old 
LPs! Score! You’ve seen the vinyl displays at the 
front of Urban Outfitters and Barnes & Noble, 
so you know that vinyl is a hot commodity—
Fleetwood Mac and Led Zeppelin reissues 
are big business. Your grandma’s taste in mu-
sic wasn’t exactly “cool,” but she probably has 
some Carpenters records that you can pawn 
off on some suburban hipster, right? Well, may-
be. “A record is worth only what someone else 
is willing to pay for it,” says Paul Kennedy, 
Editorial Director of Krause Publications. Kenne-
dy has been dealing with vinyl for a long time, 
and Krause Publications has been publishing 
the Goldmine Record Album Price Guide since 
1997. He knows that Granny’s Lawrence 
Welk albums are garbage.

A common misconception among new collec-
tors (or those looking to make a quick buck off 
old junk) is that “Because something is old, it 
is valuable,” or, “Because something is popu-
lar (i.e. Michael Jackson’s Thriller), it will make 
them instantly rich.” These misconceptions and 
record dealers with wild prices led to the cre-
ation of the Goldmine guide nearly 20 years 
ago. “When we started out, we started solicit-
ing information from collectors and dealers all 
over the country, and they fed us information,” 
Kennedy says. “It was a grassroots effort.” The 
Goldmine database now features comprehen-
sive information on over 300,000 records, 
including catalog numbers, year of release, re-
gional differences and reissue information. All 
that knowledge is well and good, but the most 
crucial aspect to the Goldmine guide is the list-
ed value of these records. Enter the Goldmine 
grading system.

After scrounging the usual Internet suspects 
(eBay, Discogs, etc.), you’ve seen “NM+++,” 

How to Price Your Records
By Ricky Vigil • rickyvigil@gmail.com

“VG,” “G–” and other variations next to listings 
of Goodbye Yellow Brick Road, but what do 
all those wacky letters mean? You didn’t even 
know you were looking at the widely adopted 
grades from the Goldmine guide! According to 
the guide, there is no such thing as a mint re-
cord. Once you open it, you’re lucky if there’s 
a near-mint (NM) record inside, especially if it’s 
an older record. The price listed in the Gold-
mine guide is based on near-mint records. From 
there, the guide drops down to very good-plus 
(VG+) records, which might have some scuffs 
that don’t affect playback; very good (VG) re-
cords, which have some scratches and sell for 
25 percent of a NM record’s price; and then 
the lower grades: Good (G), which are around 
15 percent of a NM record, and Poor (P) or 
Fair (F), aka garbage. “Grading is the most dif-
ficult thing for collectors,” Kennedy says. “We 
try to lay some ground rules and make it as 
scientific as possible, but at the end of the day,  
it’s subjective.”

By now, all of these variables and the extra 
knowledge that you’ve accidentally acquired 
is burning you out, so you need an expert to 
assist you. Chris Copelin, the store manag-
er at Randy’s Records, is just the expert you 
need. She can tell you how much Grandma’s 
copy of Neil Young’s Harvest is worth, and 
she can even sell it for you! “On average, I 
bet we see about 300–500 records a day at 
Randy’s, although we only buy a fraction of 
those,” Copelin says. All of that record expo-
sure has imparted to Copelin (and the rest of 
the Randy’s staff) a vast knowledge of vinyl. If 
you’re tired of playing the eBay game, a good, 
old-fashioned, brick-and-mortar record store 
will gladly take most of Grandma’s records off 
your hands. “The most obvious advantage [of 
selling records to Randy’s] is that you can sell 
the entire collection at once, instead of wait-

ing for each record to sell individually online. 
You can get cash money on the spot!” Cope-
lin says. “Also, selling online can be a hassle 
when customers are unsatisfied because they 
misunderstood the condition of the record.” 
You might think that Grandma’s copy of You 
Light Up My Life has sentimental value, but Ran-
dy’s will assure you that it is G– at best and 
maybe worth a dollar—looks like your eBay 
feedback just dodged a bullet. 

Randy’s also takes care of a crucial part of the 
record-selling process: They actually listen to 
the records. This may seem trivial to some col-
lectors or to those just trying to make a quick 
buck off of Granny’s years of hoarding, but to 
those actually interested in owning records for 
their intended purpose—you know, listening to 
them—this is a big deal. “I think that for people 
who grew up listening to digital mediums, there 
is something really appealing about having a 
tactile experience with music: taking the record 
out of the sleeve, reading the liner notes, open-
ing up a gatefold jacket,” Copelin says. “I think 
it is extra satisfying to interact with music this 
way.” Kennedy echoes this sentiment about the 
Goldmine Record Album Price Guide itself. “The 
role that the print book serves these days is 
very much in line with the experience of vinyl,” 
he says. “By that, I mean it is a very physical 
experience. I’ll pick up this book, and sudden-
ly I’m immersed not only in the history of rock 
n’ roll, but of recorded vinyl, and that’s a cool 
experience.” Copelin nicely sums up another 
advantage of vinyl: “Also, you can resell a re-
cord,” she says. “I’ve never heard of anyone 
selling back an MP3.”

Randy’s Records is located at 157 E. 900 S. 
in Salt Lake City. You can find more informa-
tion about Goldmine and its pricing guides at 
goldminemag.com.

Randy’s Chris Copelin.
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Rally in South Dakota, 
a large annual gath-
ering of motorcyclists 
with an average at-
tendee count of over 

500,000 people. “We were cruising 
through the middle of nowhere in Wy-
oming, and Andrew leaned forward 

to stretch his back,” says Boucher. “The 
wind just hit me in the chest, and I smiled. 
I was screaming in my helmet, ‘This is 
what you get to feel?!’ Being in Sturgis, 
you’re surrounded by bikes everywhere—
[with] men and women [riders]. That was 
when I was like, ‘OK, next year, by April, 
I will have a motorcycle.’”

Boucher recommends that women who 
are interested in riding explore safety and 
education courses available through Har-
ley-Davidson, as well as the Motorcycle 
Safety Foundation (MSF). She is a staunch 
believer in wearing a full-face helmet and 
gear, which, she declares, allows for more 
time to enjoy motorcycles. “A lot of motor-
cycling is freedom,” says Boucher. “A lot 
of it is because [riders] can. Some of it’s 
for a cause. Some of it’s finding strength 
because they just came out of turmoil and 
this was a way to kind of add strength 
to their lives. It’s all very different, but the 
common thread is the motorcycle—it’s the 
two wheels that are binding us all togeth-
er and connecting us.”

for local band Color 
Animal, but might 
be unaware that she 
rides a black Bonne-
ville and has been 
riding for 12 years. Also featured 
was local Riley Ridd, who rode 
countless miles through the Baja Cal-
ifornia Peninsula and can be seen riding 
locally on her enduro adventure bike.

In addition to running her website, Boucher 
works as a wardrobe stylist in the fashion 
and movie industries. Her studio is filled 
with fascinating handmade outfits and cos-
tumes, including medieval knight’s armor 
and what looks like something that Edward 
Scissorhand’s girlfriend might wear on a 
night out. “I’ve been doing styling and cus-
tom design for about 12 years, and I still 
do it on occasion—I’m just really choosy 
with what I do,” says Boucher. She started 
FFMoto with the intention of designing rid-
ing apparel especially for women, though 
she has put that on the backburner for the 
time being—more than one to-be-contin-
ued, motorcycle-inspired piece, however, 
can be espied on mannequins in her stu-
dio, which is located near Publik Coffee 
Roasters.

Boucher first started riding after traveling 
in 2007 with her husband, Andrew 
Carruthers, to the Sturgis Motorcycle 

One wouldn’t expect a blog that highlights women motor-
cycle riders to be called The Flying Frenchman, but this is 
something that founder Michelle Boucher is complete-

ly comfortable with. Her site, ffmotolife.com, is so named after 
her grandfather, Butch Boucher, who raced jalopies and was 
given the nickname by his peers. She says that his example of 
living without fear lends well to her mission, which is to represent 
women riders in a positive and empowering way. She created 
her blog a little over a year ago as an avenue to highlight the 
fact that—contrary to what old-school motorcycle magazines tell 
us with their endless photos of scantily clad women hanging off 
of gleaming bikes—women like to ride motorcycles. “I just kind 
of got tired of women being portrayed that way,” says Boucher, 
“because there are women like me who actually ride—and I don’t 
ride in a bikini, and I don’t ride in high heels.”

Boucher acknowledges that some people enjoy those types of 
photos, and she doesn’t seek to change anyone else’s behavior. 
She wants to promote the fact that women can ride motorcycles 
and that there are more today than ever before. “The women’s 
motorcycle market is the fastest-growing demographic within the 
motorcycle community, and I just felt like there needed to be some-
thing to support women,” says Boucher. Her frustration eventually 
turned to action, and she decided to create FFMoto. She had seen 
other women riders like her on social media—some outside of 
Salt Lake City—and decided to reach out to them. “I just started to 
focus on contacting women via Instagram and collecting their sto-
ries, finding women artists that are within the community—wheth-
er they paint tanks or they do leather craft—or even men that 
portray women that ride in a positive light,” she says.

With an influx of new riders, motorcycle culture has undergone 
many changes in the past few years. Boucher acknowledges that 
some people are hesitant to accept new female riders. “There’s 
been quite a bit of hate or degradation towards women that 
ride,” says Boucher. “Men usually never really have to deal with 
that. They say things like either we’re not smart enough or not 
strong enough to handle a motorcycle—or it’s just a trend.” The 
reality is that there are likely more women riders than in the past. 
Boucher is not the only woman seeking to encourage women who 
own and ride motorcycles. Local motorcycle collective The Litas 
was founded in Salt Lake City and has since spread worldwide 
with groups in 12 countries and 55 cities. One of Boucher’s per-
sonal contributions to the movement is dedicating a section of her 
website to showcasing individual women riders and highlighting 
the many diverse stories and backgrounds of women motorcy-
clists in Utah and beyond. For instance, Boucher featured local 
rider Felicia Baca. Readers might have seen Baca playing bass 

Michelle Boucher 
dedicates FFMoto to 

showcasing and 
representing 

women motor-
cyclists, from 

Utah and 
beyond. 

Words and photo by Tyson Call  •  @clancycoop



Owned and managed by New York natives, 
spouses Pam Lancaster and Michael Mac-
carrone, and established at the end of 2015, 
Sound & Vision Vinyl is the gem you may not have 
heard of and, after visiting, won’t forget. During 
my visit, I was treated to a typical day at the of-
fice: interacting with the frequent stream of curious 
and knowing customers, listening to passionate 
conversations about the best pizza place in New 
York (unequivocally, Little Vincent’s Pizza), and dis-
covering (through hearsay, of course) the former 
pleasures of peeing in the halls of CBGB. With 
Lancaster in Holland mining for vinyl gold, Mac-
carrone took me aside, sat me on a Union Jack 
upholstered couch, and told me everything there 
is to know about his Sound & Vision.

Michael Maccarrone offers a diverse 
rock n’ roll vinyl selection at Sound & 
Vision Vinyl along with his wife, Pam 
Lancaster (not pictured).
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Maccarrone: I’m a record collector, and this is 
what I know and love. I started working in record 
stores when I was 16. I used to leave school at 11 
o’clock in the morning go to open up the store. It 
was great. I’ve been trying to open up a record 
store since [then], and was never able to—but 
we’ve been fortunate. Pam handles the business 
end, and I work as the manager. I think opening 
this store, in this time of my life, is perfect. If I had 
had Sound & Vision at a younger age, I don’t 
think I would have had [enough] knowledge.

SLUG: What was your earliest experience with 
music?
Maccarrone: The Beatles on The Ed Sullivan 
Show, Feb. 9, 1964. I remember watching it with 
my mom and dad. I sat there [thinking,] “This is 
cool! These guys are having fun! I think I want to 
be a Beatle.” My father had about 150 45s, and 
I remember sitting in the house [listening to] doo-
wop from the ’50s—Eddie Cochran, Buddy 
Holly. 

SLUG: I heard you have a story about The Cure 
staying at your buddy’s house?
Maccarrone: A friend of mine, Greg. Greg 
made bootleg silk-screen T-shirts. He went and 
saw The Cure playing in a small bar, about ’81 or 
’82. He made them a shirt, and they said, “This 
is fucking cool, dude! Come hang out with us.” 
[Greg] had a horror movie video collection of 
like 400 films, and Robert Smith was a huge 
horror movie fanatic. Greg brought them back 
to his house, and they were there for three days 
[watching movies]. Finally Greg was like, “I got a 
job; I got a life. Get the fuck out!” and threw them 
out of the house.

SLUG: Why are records coming back into the 

SLUG: What brought you to Utah?
Maccarrone: Pam. I met Pam in a punk rock 
bar in 1980. [She] was MTV’s head of fashion 
and makeup from about ’85–’91. She did [Da-
vid] Bowie’s makeup, Siouxsie’s, Blondie’s, 
Guns N’ Roses’. We never dated or any-
thing, [but] every night I would kiss her “hello” 
at the bar. One night, the kiss lasted for about 
40 seconds, and we both just kinda looked at 
each other. … Pam took a leave of absence from 
MTV—with her boyfriend at that time—to open 
a business [in Salt Lake]. … Flash-forward: [We] 
reconnected … She came out to visit me and we 
knew we were supposed to be together. [Eventu-
ally,] I came [to Utah] and fell in love with [Salt 
Lake]. We were able to open up the store about 
six months ago. 

SLUG: What led you to open Sound & Vision 
Vinyl?

public’s eye? 
Maccarrone: Records have come back be-
cause anyone born after 1980 was born with 
CDs and downloads. They never had the expe-
riences we had with records. Kids are starting to 
discover [that] there is nothing like the experience 
of vinyl. The only reason [vinyl] stopped [being 
made] is because the record companies wanted 
to sell CDs, and they forced it upon the public. 
When you put a record on a turntable, it’s an 
experience. Vinyl should have never left, and I’m 
glad that it’s back.

SLUG: What is Sound & Vision adding to the lo-
cal record scene?
Maccarrone: What I want to create here is a 
home away from home, a place to really enjoy 
music—to be able to come in and have the avail-
ability of new and classic stuff, but also to have 
someone who has got stories and knowledge 
and makes you feel welcome. It’s not just a re-
cord store. It’s like having that house that every-
body wants to hang out at. That’s what [Sound & 
Vision] is about. 

With Record Store Day plans still in the works, Mi-
chael is looking forward to the growth of Sound 
& Vision, along with all the new faces he hopes 
to see. Before I left, I was treated to a listening of 
a rare bootleg cover of The Beatles’ “Penny Lane” 
by David Bowie—pleasures previously unknown 
and now insurmountable. 

Sound & Vision Vinyl is located on 3442 S. Main 
St. and online at soundandvisionvinyl.com.

By Z.Smith • zacacceyroad@gmail.c
om

Home Away From Home

A Room Full of Records 
& Stories

slc STEREO side 1 S&V 3442 s main
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[Sound Off Records] at one point, so I was around 
them and … in my dad’s case, it was Greek rebe-
tika; in my mom’s case, it was jazz fusion … and 
my older cousins were all over with early ‘90s alt-
rock or whatever else they had sitting around. If I 
was over at a friend’s house, I would usually pick 
something up [from them] and listen to it later.”

Though Hatziathanasiou has been on the lookout 
for new piques of interest for most of his life, his 
personal library shrunk significantly after moving 
to Queens, New York, for school in 2003, and he 
had sold most of his collection before his return to 
Salt Lake City in 2010. When he decided to start 
up Albatross a few years later, he had to start 
a new collection almost entirely from scratch. “It 
was kind of cool starting again … [however,] it’s 
frustrating to see how some things that had been 
easier to find or affordable are pretty much out of 
range for a lot of people nowadays. For example, 
when I was back East, I was able to get Prince’s 
Sign o’ the Times on the sidewalk.”

Despite recent changes in the market, the rising in-
terest in analog music reception has proven to be 
a positive movement for Hatziathanasiou as more 
people share his preference for vinyl. Though he 
believes that personal listening styles are com-
pletely subjective, his personal love for the medi-
um is rooted in the form’s physicality. “There’s a 
tactile quality to vinyl: The larger jacket, it’s like 
opening a present every time. It’s something you 
can hold and feel and touch,” he says. “Just work-
ing with the machines is a pleasant experience. It 
can be tedious to dial something in. It takes a little 
patience to get everything in the right place, but 
once it’s done, it’s worth it.”

In the new location, you can hear this conviction 

ALBATROSS

Tucked in on the corner of 1300 S. and 900 E., 
Albatross Recordings & Ephemera announces itself 
in a mid-Century style font across the glass door 
of its brand-new location. Inside, the shop’s own-
er and sole collector, Timo Hatziathanasiou 
(who’s also a SLUG contributing writer) can likely 
be found listening to one of his many idiosyncratic 
records and casually chatting with local patrons. 
“I’ve been excited to see the reactions people are 
having to the new place,” says Hatziathanasiou. 
“I’m happy with how it’s turned out so far.”

The new spot marks the third—and likely perma-
nent—transition for Albatross after a six-month stint 
with Diabolical Records in 2014 and a 14-month 
stay at the recently departed 9th and 9th building. 
Now, as Hatziathanasiou settles in at the cusp of 
Downtown, Sugarhouse and South Salt Lake, he’s 
optimistic at the chance to interact more with the 
creative community.

In only a few short years, Hatziathanasiou has 
earned a local reputation (such as “Best Eccentric 
Nostalgia” by City Weekly) for his assemblage of 
offbeat recordings and strange but alluring pieces 
of art. “People have described the selections as 
more niche, but I don’t really know how to describe 
it,” says Hatziathanasiou. “I think that the initial 
idea for starting this was just [my] wanting to be 
surrounded by all the things I like in one place ... If I 
were to go into a store, what would I want to see?”

Though stated fairly simply, the result of Hatzia-
thanasiou’s intuition has created a kaleidoscope 
of artistic commodities that wouldn’t likely be sold 
together in another shop.  In part, this could have 
something to do with his growing up in a diverse 
musical background among family and friends. “I 
got into it pretty early,” he says. “My uncle owned 

1305 S. 900 E. #2, 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
12:30 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
Monday - Saturday

Timo Hatziathanasiou
has made Albatross home 
at the cusp of Downtown 

and Sugar House.

RECORDINGS
& EPHEMERA

By Nic Smith • nccsmmth@gmail.com

for yourself as Hatziathanasiou’s impressive set-
up sends waves across the store. Now that all of 
the materials are on the same level, as opposed 
to the 9th and 9th location arrangement, patrons 
are free to ask questions directly about music sug-
gestions, new material or just shoot the shit while 
they’re browsing. The goal of Albatross is both to 
offer a comfortable space and to encourage any 
music listener’s desire for finding new treasures. 
“The back room is all the $5 and under, and that 
seems to lead to the most discovery,” says Hatzia-
thanasiou. “A lot of the time, there’s more excite-
ment when you come across something that you 
didn’t know you were looking for.”

If this is the kind of experience you are seeking, 
then Albatross offers plenty of opportunities. 
Though music is the main focus of the shop, Hat-
ziathanasiou also holds ephemera such as books, 
zines, pins, figurines, paintings and other collect-
ibles that reflect the personality of their finder. 
Oftentimes, these are pieces that are purchased 
directly from the artists themselves, and Albatross 
can be a great way for locals to become involved 
as well. “I’m always open to people bringing their 
stuff in,” he says. “I’ve got some good art from 
those who relate to the store in some way and 
decide to bring their own works in.”

In spirit, Albatross models itself similarly to other 
community-centered businesses that thrive in en-
vironments where people participate and share 
interests with one another. If you’re in the area 
or just want a break from the digital music world, 
stop by and visit. You’ll surely find something you 
never knew existed.

For more information about Albatross, visit its In-
stagram and Twitter pages at @AlbatrossRecSLC.
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 By Bryer Wharton  
bryernw@gmail.com

ften a band’s success is measured by 
how many records they sell or how big 
of a crowd they can draw to live shows. 

While that is a measure of success, Finland’s 
Moonsorrow create a magnificent aura of 
lore and tradition, and elicit extreme loyalty 
from fans on each and every album—success 
that record labels and promotion can’t buy. 
Moonsorrow—self-described as “heathen 
metal”—released a new album, Jumalten 
Aika (“Age of the Gods”) on April 1. Moon-
sorrow bassist and vocalist Ville Sorvali 
humbly notes the most satisfying moment of 
his musical career: “I think I’d still say when 
we got our first record deal and got our first 
show,” he says, “because that was what we 
aimed to do, and everything since then has 
just been a great bonus.”

Ville started the band with his cousin Henri 
Sorvali around 1995, but the band didn’t 
release a full-length record to the masses un-
til 2001. Moonsorrow create vast and beau-
tiful albums that deliver poetic lyrics that tell 
ancient stories, coupled with intricate song-
writing that incorporates folk elements into a 
harsh core. “We are definitely doing some-
thing that is very real,” says Ville regarding 
the band’s longevity and success. “I’m real-
ly appreciative for everyone who sees it the 
same way and really sticks with us.”

Ville describes Jumalten Aika as the band’s 
best work to date. “We tried to make songs 
that you could actually—I don’t advise to do 
[this]—but you could take them out from the 
context and enjoy them as just songs,” says 
Ville about one of the largest differences in the 
new album. “We really want to break away 
from the conceptual thinking. I think we man-
aged to do it.” Jumalten Aika manages to give 

each song an individualist feeling. The heavy 
balances the melodic, and listeners can 
glean each track’s stand-alone value, though, 
as far as the album’s total impact, it’s always 
better when listened to in full. Moonsorrow 
also pronounced each track’s individuality 
lyrically. “We had the idea that we were go-
ing to base this album on myths,” says Ville, 
“not in the way of retelling the old stories, 
but actually just reading the myths, doing our 
interpretations, and twisting them for our own 
purposes, making stories on top of those just 
inspired by the myths.” The retelling of stories 
and how it bleeds into the song arrangements 
shows. For example, the first/title track flows 
swiftly. It’s heavy with a grandiose feeling—
the type of song that, while over 12 minutes, 
seems to go by quickly. Comparatively, the 
album’s fourth track, “Mimisbrunn,” exhibits 
slower tempos and darker melodies, which 
evoke a feeling that it’s from a completely dif-
ferent Moonsorrow album.

“There is a loose theme on the album, but it’s 
not one story from the beginning to the end,” 
Ville says. “The main theme is the age of 
gods … It starts when people were starting to 
explain the world surrounding them by invent-
ing gods to explain different phenomena of 
nature.” He mentions how the myths inspired 
him—how ancient cultures created gods to 
explain things like thunder and rain because 
there was no scientific explanation back then.

Ville indicates that the band wanted to revisit 
their past musical works with Jumalten Aika. 
To me, it goes back to the first album (Sud-
en Uni) with more folk-infused songs. It also 
took on influences from music that was cre-
ated well before Moonsorrow existed. “We 
want to have an ancient, primitive approach 

to folk music,” says Ville. However, the band 
wants to set themselves aside from what oth-
er folk metal–styled bands are doing today. 
Moonsorrow added some elements that they 
haven’t used before, but explained that, while 
everything in music has been explored before, 
musicians can always concoct different com-
binations. The title track retains the standard 
of raw riffs and harsh vocal styles balanced 
by thoughtfully introduced melodies. The song 
is followed by “Ruttolehto incl. Päivättömän 
Päivän Kansa,” which upholds a harsh back-
ground with subdued melodies, and majestic, 
clean vocals with heavy folk influences.

The band originally started writing the album 
in 2012 but were dissatisfied with what they 
had written initially. They threw it all out and 
started from scratch. It took until 2014 to ac-
tually get the idea they wanted for the new 
record and start the final writing process. 
“We always want to excel the previous al-
bum, at least to ourselves,” says Ville. “We 
want to make stuff that we are really satisfied 
with, something that always has a part that is 
something new to us, but still sounds like us. 
All the options for the arrangements are the 
most time-consuming part—we might have the 
skeleton for a song ready, but it still takes a 
month or two before we actually get all the 
details finished.”

Despite the Finnish lyrics, anyone who speaks 
a different tongue can find common ground in 
the lyric delivery and themes that Moonsorrow 
explore. Listening to Jumalten Aika is a fully en-
grossing experience—something any musical 
artist can only hope to achieve. In the end, we 
hear the dedication to the craft and effort that 
Moonsorrow deliver. It elicits thoughts of what 
pagan or folk metal is and could be.
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I am a connoisseur of live music, as many of our 
loyal SLUG readers are. You could argue that the 
foundation of SLUG Magazine is live music and 
that the plethora of talented local musicians are the 
jizzy glue that hold the whole rag together in some 
way or another. But, while the bands take the stage 
and rightfully hog the spotlight, there are many, 
many unsung heroes on the front lines of every live 
performance that help the show go off without a 
hitch. Each contributes to the event in one way or 
another so we, the fans, can get drunk, oogle the 
crotches of the lead guitarists, mosh our little hearts 
out, or stare at our shoes in between Instagram 
posts while racking up scene points.

Over the years, SLUG has spotlighted sound tech-
nicians, bartenders, show promoters and proba-
bly an after-show puke mopper, but I cannot re-
call us ever focusing on a seemingly instrumental 
and important job of any live show, and that is 
the merch guy—or girl in this case: I interviewed 
Sara Monroe, who has been behind the table 
for over 15 years, in order to get the lowdown 
on the whole merch-selling gig. I learned a thing 
or two, and hopefully, so will you.

Monroe currently works for S&S Presents in a 
handful of capacities. One of her responsibilities 
is running the merch booths and tables for local 
and touring acts. She told me that she got into her 
current gig by helping out local awesome band 
The New Transit Direction (who’ll make an 
awesome comeback at Crucialfest 6 this year, 
BTW). She helped the boys make T-shirts and took 
them to Vegas one time so they could play with 
The Used. Needless to say, they needed some-
one to sell the merch, and there was Sara. 

This could be a common method for anyone look-
ing to break into the merch biz. It’s a great job to 
have if you want to go on tour and see the coun-
try, but are like me and too lazy or untalented to 
play an instrument. Another great way to break 
into the merch biz is to just stand around and wait 
for the merch worker to go to the bathroom and 
take their place. 

There are reasons that a lot of bands can’t af-
ford to drag along some dirt bag on a tour to 
sell their stuff—whether it’s not enough room 
on the tour bus, not wanting to have another 
mouth to feed, the fact that a band can sucker a 
roadie into running merch, or that the tour man-
ager simply doesn’t want to change any extra 
diapers that they don’t need to. That’s where 
Monroe steps in to save the day.

But, it’s a lot more than just sitting at a table act-
ing as the first line of defense between the band 
and rabid groupies. Monroe has to maintain a 

Adventures in Merch Peddling!
By Mike Brown  •  mgb90210@gmail.com

detailed inventory process for most bands, count-
ing shirts and records, and make sure that none 
of the sketchy cronies at the show are picking up 
a new CD via the five-finger discount. And settling 
the profit with the bands at the end of the night is 
not just shoving cash into a garbage bag. 

In this day of digital everything, I was curious as 
to what items on the merch table sell the fastest. 
Since we can download everything these days—
like all of our porn, social lives and music—CD 
and record sales have taken a noticeable drop, 
according to Monroe. She told me that the 
best-selling items at shows these days are T-shirts 
and posters. Little knickknacks that fit the niche of 
a certain band can be hot sellers, too. A stoner 
rock band selling weed grinders? No brainer—
they’ll sell like hot cakes.

The buying process for merch these days can be 
a bit different as well. No cash? Don’t worry: 
Most merch booths are credit card-friendly—just 
like everything else we consume. According to 
Monroe, given the show, the numbers for mer-
ch sales surprised me. Obviously, your smaller 
local shows could only bring in a couple hun-
dred bucks in sales, but some of the bigger 
acts Monroe has worked for, such as Robert 
Plant, have brought in upward of $50,000—
and that’s per show. 

Another interesting and important aspect of Mon-
roe’s job is the fan interaction. Merch people of-
tentimes are the lone barrier between the crowd 
and the band. While the band is getting sauced 
and eating veggie trays in the green room, Mon-
roe is the one fielding the questions and repre-
senting the performers. Like, if a groupie’s panties 
didn’t get thrown far enough to make it onto the 
stage, there’s a good chance that they would get 
turned in to Monroe later to deliver to the band.

This happens quite often—not so much used un-
derwear—but Monroe told me that fans frequent-
ly drop off gifts for her to deliver to the band. 
They’re most often in packages and wrapped as 
presents. I asked her if she ever opens the pres-
ents before delivery because, in our post-9/11 
world, that could be a bomb or anthrax. She says 
she doesn’t usually check it, but if someone blew 
up some of the bands that S&S books from time to 
time, I wouldn’t cry too much.

All in all, Monroe loves her job, and we would 
all be so lucky to be employed to do something 
we love. Getting paid to see a show is not a bad 
gig. Just remember at your next show that merch 
people are people, too. Don’t be a dick and steal 
buttons off the table.

Merch worker Sara Monroe stops the nefarious Mike Brown from using the 
five-finger discount at Animal Collective’s merch table.
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By Mike Riedel
alegeek@gmail.com

Recommend Rye 
Saison
Brewery/Brand: 
Proper Brewing Company
ABV: 5.6%
Serving Style: 22-oz. bottle

It’s always a good day in SLUG’s 
beer department whenever a new 
beer winds up at my desk. Imag-
ine how excited I get when there’s 
a whole brand-spankin’-new Utah 
brewery attached to said beer. This 
month, I have the pleasure of intro-
ducing one of Utah’s newest brewer-
ies: Proper Brewing Company. If the 
name sounds familiar, it’s because it’s 
a sister brewery to the Salt Lake City 
Avenues staple, Avenues Proper and 
Publick House. While Avenues Proper 
is known as a nano brewpub in the 
beer industry (the smallest produc-
tion size), the Proper Brewing Compa-
ny is many steps above, with a ca-
pacity 10 times its little sister pub’s. 
With this greater brewing capacity, 
an added bottling line and the ability 
to make stronger beers, Proper is set 
to bring more innovation and choices 
to Utah’s craft beer lovers. 

Description: When we talk about 
innovation with regard to beer, 
what we’re actually discussing is 
how we put a new twist on a beer 
that some of us may still consider to 
be a new beer style. Take saison 
beers, for example. If you’re an avid 
beer nerd such as me, you’ve been 
drinking this Belgian style of beer 
for quite some time—if not, they’re 
still very new and hopefully exciting 
to you. A good brewer/brewery will 
always try to keep both camps hap-
py. That’s what Proper Brewing Com-
pany has done with one of their de-
but offerings from their new, Main 
Street brewhouse: the Recommend 
Rye Saison.  

This Belgian-inspired ale definitely 
doesn’t look like a typical saison: 
The addition of the rye malt gives 
the beer an almost amber, stained 
appearance, with some mild chill 
haze as well. A sturdy, frothy-white 
head creates a nice lacing effect on 
the sides of the glass. 

A light and bready nose, full of pil-
sner malt, merges pleasantly with 
robust aromas of spicy rye, which 
creates an almost crusty, cake-like 
dankness. The natural spiciness of 
yeast backs up the pungent rye 
grains, creating a pungent and 
peppery perfume that rounds out 
the dry malt balance. Fruity esters 
are nearly hidden behind the ad-
dition of spice and orange zest 
from hops, as mild caramel and 
toasted grains round out the very 
complex “nose job.” 

Once you get a chance to wrap 
the beer around your tongue, you’ll 
discover that the flavors closely 
mimic the nose. That toasty/crusty 
cake from the nose comes through 
a much heartier blast than that of 
a typical saison’s malt base. Some 
fruity apple and pear notes struggle 
to overcome the malty base, while a 
zap of fresh peppercorn, coriander 
and clove easily uplift the tree fruits. 
As the tongue acclimates to the es-
ters in the yeast toward the end, the 
added spices from the malt charac-
ter are brought forward by the spicy 
and citrus bitterness from late-addi-
tion hops. A slight alcohol bite adds 
to the spiciness. 

Overview: Staying innovative 
without getting too far off into “weird 
beer” territory, this ale’s strange 
combination of spice-rack flavors 
somehow pulls together a tradition-
al feel with just enough challenges 
for a veteran’s broad palate. As 
darker saison styles become more 
prevalent, it’s important that you 
find a beer that has a complemen-
tary balance of malt and yeast so 
that the these two prime elements 
of the beer aren’t duking it out on 
your tongue the whole way through 
to the bottom of the glass. The qual-
ity of grains that give this rye saison 
its unique identity—rather than just 
giving a darker color—are what 
you should look for in a saison. The 
added rye takes away some of the 
heavy lifting from the yeast, and for 
me, it makes for a much more pal-
atable saison experience. This beer 
is only (for now) available at Proper 
Brewing Company, located at  857 
S. Main St., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Cheers!
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If you’ve ever seen Kevin skate in 
person or have seen footage of 
him

, you’ll know
 that he’s a super-

creative and technical skater. This 

is a sim
ple trick for him

, but he 
show

s that w
hen sim

ple tricks are 
done right at a w

ell-chosen spot, 
they still prove to be tim

eless.
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The Struggle Is Real
By Mariah Mann Mellus 

mmellus@utahfilmcenter.org

We all have our struggles—to get 
out of bed, to eat healthfully, exer-
cise and be an active, productive 
part of society. For some, this is all 
before 9 a.m. Artists are no differ-
ent: Creation and self expression 
don’t just ooze out of us. It’s a 
discipline that has to be practiced 
and nourished. There’s an ideal 
in the creative world that says, 
“If you’re not creating, you’re dy-
ing.” Even the most prolific artists 
battle creative blocks and tackle 
artistic hurdles to forge new work. 
Why, if not for the illusive fame 
and money? Creating art is an ex-
ercise in connecting one’s passion 
and intellect, reflected in physical 
form. Once the creation process 
is complete, the battle to share the 
work with its intended audience 
begins. Think of Gallery Stroll as 
the battleground for art! 

In Salt Lake City, we are fortunate to 
have many galleries and museums 
actively curating high-caliber shows, 
so much so that it’s often a battle of 
where to go and what to see. Luck-
ily, the Salt Lake Gallery Stroll takes 
place on the third Friday of the 
month, reinforcing new shows and 
offering reprieve from a sometimes 
torturous workweek. Armed with a 
5-o’clock cocktail, I plan my attack. 

With all this reflection on personal 
struggles, it’s no wonder that I’m 
drawn to David Habben’s new 
show, Onward, opening April 15 
at the God Hates Robots gallery. 
Don’t get me wrong—I don’t view 
Habben as a struggling artist. On 

the contrary, Habben makes my 
Top 10 list of young prolific artists 
in Utah: He’s worked on countless 
commercial campaigns, illustrated 
two children’s books with New York 
Times best-selling author Kerry 
Patterson, and collaborated with 
my favorite philanthropic sandwich 
shop, Even Stevens. 

Habben isn’t struggling to get work, 
but, as he puts it, “Everyone has 
their battles.” Habben’s new show, 
Onward, captures the struggle be-
tween artistic styles—abstract ver-
sus illustrations—duking it out over 
white space. Typically, Habben’s 
work has been rooted in illustration, 
but, since returning to school to get 
his masters degree, abstract ex-
pression has been nudging its way 
into his work. Onward is a physical 
manifestation of this internal artis-
tic battle. “I lay down the abstract 
first, and then, in the white space 
left over, [I] wedge in line drawings 
of knights fighting back at the ab-
stract,” he says. The knights may 
be smaller, but they look ready to 
put up a good fight. “I’ve always 
been fascinated by knights and 
the elaborate armor they wear,” 
Habben says. “It’s so ornate, but 
typically used for totalitarian activi-
ties. I also enjoy thinking about the 
different armor we all wear: There 
is emotional, spiritual and physical 
armor. I gave these knights swords 
and shields, banners and a voice. 
One is shouting, ‘No, No, No!’” 
To find out who will win the battle 
of Habben’s white space, visit God 
Hates Robots at 250 E. Broadway 
Ste. #314. The show runs April 15 
through May 13. 

Don’t forget to stretch your under-
standing of art at Gallery Stroll!

David Habben’s Onward is an illustrative manifestation of an 
internal artistic battle.
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10 Cloverfield Lane
Director: Dan Trachtenberg
Paramount
In Theaters: 03.11

In 2008, the world was introduced to Clover-
field, a first-person, found-footage production 
that set viewers in the middle of a monster at-
tack. Now, producer J.J. Abrams suggests 
that we revisit the cinematic universe in a differ-
ent location. After Michelle (Mary Elizabeth 
Winstead) decides to leave her fiancé and 
ends up in a car crash, she finds herself chained 
up in a bunker with Howard (John Goodman) 
and Emmett (John Gallagher Jr.), who claim 
that the world has come to an end. The narrative 
element of the story relies on the questions of 
whom Michelle can trust, who’s telling the truth, 
and whether anything is really going on outside 
those steel doors. At one moment, someone can 
be your best friend, and then everything can 
turn on a dime—especially Goodman, who is 
absolutely terrifying as Howard, a character 
who can be a psychopath one minute and a 
father figure the next. That said, that element of 
the film becomes slightly repetitive and forces 
one to believe that this may have been a bet-
ter short film or an episode of The Twilight Zone. 
Winstead’s character, while likable, does not 
come across as believable unless you’re a big 
fan of the ’80s television show MacGyver. With-
out ruining the movie’s surprises, it’s the twists 
and turns in the last 15 minutes that left an ab-

solute sour taste in my mouth. The tone chang-
es, the plot becomes idiotic, and I immediately 
stopped caring about the future of the remaining 
characters at that juncture. If the film had ended 
BEFORE said twists and turns, the movie would 
be nearly flawless. Rather than watching this ul-
timately disappointing venture, you’re better off 
sitting at home, turning off the lights and blow-
ing the dust off your copy of Cloverfield.
–Jimmy Martin

The Bronze
Director: Bryan Buckley
Duplass Brothers / Sony Pictures Classics
In Theaters: 03.18

If you’ve ever wondered what the world would 
be like if Olympic champion gymnast Mary 
Lou Retton returned to her hometown of Fair-
mont, West Virginia, and acted like an egotis-
tical maniac for years after her career was fin-
ished, then director Bryan Buckley and married 
writing team Melissa and Winston Rauch 
have the filthy dark comedy you’ve been crav-
ing. Gymnast Hope Annabelle Greggory (Me-
lissa) believes that her hometown of Amherst, 
Ohio, still owes her everything after winning 
the bronze medal in Rome. She’s broke, rude 
and crude, and treats everyone like a used toi-
let seat. But things change when Hope’s former 
coach unexpectedly commits suicide and leaves 
a will stipulating that Hope could receive $500 
million so as long as she sets her ego aside and 
trains the town’s up-and-coming gymnastics star, 

Maggie Townsend (Haley Lu Richardson). 
Team Rauch offers an explicitly lewd comedy 
that lets the Big Bang Theory star off the FCC 
regulation chain and shine as a fearless female 
comedian lead, which, sadly, does not happen 
as often as it should in modern-day cinema. Ac-
tor Gary Cole lends his skills as Hope’s ador-
ing father who’s growing tired of his daughter’s 
disgusting behavior. With dialogue that would 
make a sailor blush and a sex scene that will 
burn hysterically disturbing imagery in your 
mind for life, you will never look at the sport of 
gymnastics in the same light ever again!
–Jimmy Martin

London Has Fallen
Director: Babak Najafi
Focus Features
In Theaters: 03.04

Three years ago, director Antoine Fuqua 
and Gerard Butler surprised the masses with 
Olympus Has Fallen, the White House–takeover 
shoot-’em-up, so this critic was excited about 
the follow-up that takes place across the pond. 
However, once it was revealed that Fuqua re-
fused to direct this sequel because he didn’t like 
the script, director Fredrik Bond left due to 
creative differences, and the original release 
date was in October 2015, my critic sense 
started tingling, and my hopes diminished. My 
instincts were correct. Set three years after the 
original, Mike Banning (Butler) is still the head 
of security for President Benjamin Asher (Aar-
on Eckhart), and the two are headed to The 
Big Smoke to attend the Prime Minister’s funeral. 
Obviously, the whole service is a trap set by a 
terrorist group, and the gunfire and explosions 
start to rock the entire city. Thus, it’s a race to 
make it out of the city alive. All of the charm and 
clever one-liners of the first film are missing in 
action during this production. There must have 
been a seven-inch layer of dust covering the 
pages of this idiotic screenplay, as the majority 
of the jokes are straight out of 1993. Also, it took 
six writers to come up with the original “my wife 
is pregnant, so I hope I make it home” concept 
and the “this is my last mission” notion. Honestly, 
six people. The one positive aspect comes from 
the grand finale, which comes in the form of a 
20-minute gunfight that uses unique camera an-
gles and creative fight sequences. However, the 
scene concludes with a building explosion large 
enough to wipe out four city blocks with no sur-
vivors. Unfortunately, such is not the case, and 
it appears that we can look forward to another 
misadventure with these senseless characters.
–Jimmy Martin
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The Avenues
Don’t Want To Live On This Planet 
Anymore
Self-Released
Street: 01.29
The Avenues = Operation Ivy +
Descendents + Dead Boys

The Avenues have been a band for just a shade 
under a decade, and now, at long last, they 
have released a ripping, upbeat, melodious, 
11-track album that will grab any listener by the 
huevos and not let go for its entire running time. 
This punk/ska trio, consisting of Kasey Ca-
panna on guitar and vocals, Tucker Garrett 
on drums (or the more abrasive term, “hitting 
stuff”) and Deven Capanna on bass and vo-
cals make a gripping combination of ’90s-Epi-
Fat-era melodic hardcore, upbeat two-tone ska 
and high-velocity tempos of hardcore’s heyday 
in the 1980s, making the songs rowdy but 
catchy at the same time. 

The first two tracks, “QED” and “All for One & 
One for All,” are lightning-fast forces that rip 
through in under two minutes each, plunging 
into a riptide of relentlessness. Then, the energy 
is toned down in the very next track, and the 
punk rock agility is traded in for the leisurely 
ska rhythm of “Time For Change,” becoming 
the proverbial “breather” for the album. At the 
album’s halfway point, “Reality Sucks” takes a 
different turn with its mid-tempo pacing and a 
more melody-driven sound, with lyrics of privi-
leged youths getting a reality check: “So you’ve 
had to lower your self-worth / You’ve got a 
minimum-wage job / Life’s no longer as easy 
as you thought / It’s hard for you to move on / 
Now you know how it feels to live like the rest of 
us / You’re wondering what you’re gonna do!” 
“32nd Song” (get it?) is exactly what the title 
suggests—30 seconds of the headlong veracity 
of battering guitars and drums, interrupted only 
by the chanting of “There’s no excuse!” “The 
Journey” splits the bill as a skankers’ paradise 
that goes up in flames when the tempo quadru-
ples, turning moonstomping into slam dancing 
and back in a matter of seconds, while keeping 
the same harmonies. “Advice” closes the album 
with a flurry of rhythmic sequences that highlight 
the better portion of the guitar work and make 
the riffs much stronger, reminding listeners of this 
album’s uncompromising song structure. 

Don’t Want To Live On This Planet Anymore is a 
great album—not all the tracks are perfect, but 
the ones that stand out, really stand out—and by 
that notion, the album is a standout. For an al-
bum that’s wrapped up in the audacious sound 
of the ska/punk hybrid, it’s very easy to pick 
up an “I’ve heard this before” attitude from lis-
teners. However, whatever The Avenues are do-
ing, it’s working! They’ve managed to create a 

unique sound from the best of their inspirations, 
and it’s great to finally have some recorded ma-
terial from these guys. –Eric U. Norris

Color Animal/Magic Mint 
7” Split EP
Self-Released
Street: 02.13
Color Animal = Kishi Bashi +
Clap Your Hands Say Yeah 

The first few moments of this EP splash you with 
paint buckets of drum and keyboard in a chro-
matic, pulsating rhythm that creates just the 
right amount of tension, which is resolved by 
the somewhat understated background vocals 
that chime in shortly after. The “honeys” and “I 
knows” are a comfortable contrast to the rising 
intensity of the musical landscape.  When this is 
played live, I imagine that the crowd can’t help 
but jump up and down a little as a type of call 
and response to the climax of the track. Titled 
“Heal Me,” you get the sense of a sort of florid 
anxiety growing to fruition through the course of 
it all, with the final lyrics asking, “Can you hear 
me,” with more of an exclamation point than a 
question mark. 

From “Heal Me,” the EP transitions into “Left Foot 
Right Foot,” which feels like just that—trying to 
navigate the sorrows of life and love by forcing 
one to keep shuffling along. With a dizzy, fer-
vent sort of darkness, the track uses imagery of 
the raging sea to create a particular, all-consum-
ing emotional scenery. As Shaw sings “Let the 
waves take control,” the keyboard seems to pull 
me into its wake and cradle me there until the 
end of the track washes me back onto shore. The 
main lyric sticks to my bones even after listening 
with an uncomplicated yet powerful ideal: “I 
know you and you know me.”

The EP is rounded out by the final track, “Sleep 
Death,” which meets somewhere in the middle of 

the former two with confident guitar and a pos-
itivity that feels earned and well deserved—like 
emerging from a breakup or death of a friend 
and realizing everything is going to be OK. The 
last few notes soar in an anthem-like manner 
and leave a feeling of fulfillment and culmina-
tion, despite the EP only being three tracks long. 

Color Animal share a necessary narrative in 
this work, almost like a bonus sub-story from 
their July 2014 release, Bubble Gum. It would 
be a shame to skip over this swelling, cathartic 
gem—though keep an eye out for their upcom-
ing full-length album, Why Don’t We Have Fun? 
–Kia McGinnis

Golden Plates
The Light
Deetridge Laboratories
Street: 04.01
Golden Plates = Fang Island + NoFx + 
Titus Andronicus

With a grand entrance of organ chords and an 
opening line of “The end is here and I’m finally 
dead,” the main musician behind Golden Plates, 
known as Elder Brycen, certainly grabs at-
tention, entering into a rapturous build of him 
wailing, “No one will come to my funeral,” while 
guitars and organ rage in the background—and 
that’s only in the beginning. The Light is the kind 
of album that might only be understood by those 
living in the shadow of the Latter Day Saints, 
but there is definitely enough to laugh about, 
as “Marriage” features the sing-along chorus of 
“Please don’t leave me / I will marry you,” even-
tually changing the word “marry” to the more 
sinister “bury.” Despite the obvious, lighthearted 
religious taunting, there is a certain vitriol and 
sarcasm that comes through in songs like “Com-
munion,” where Elder Brycen mentions the di-
chotomy of going to church and then completely 
living a hedonistic lifestyle once church is over: 
“Tonight we dine / On crackers and wine / To-
morrow night / It’s whiskey and cocaine.” There 
is kind of a charm in the heretical message of 
The Light, and anyone in Salt Lake, at some point 
in their lives, can relate to the sentiments, wheth-
er they’re spiritual or not. However, Elder Brycen 
has a few more tricks up his sleeve than a few 
religious jokes. There is a sort of lo-fi excellence 
in songs like “Confirmation,” which are audibly 
pleasing with or without the witty lyrics. How-
ever, there are certain times where there is too 
much going on instrumentally to really under-
stand the lyrics—production-wise, the balance 
is a little guitar heavy. The fact that Elder Brycen 
has fully executed the tongue-in-cheek Golden 
Plates concept using his own musical prowess 
is impressive, and I even hear that he DJs for 
religious events. –Ali Shimkus

Josh & Ian
Mystery Adventure Island
Self-Released
Street: 01.30
Josh & Ian = Thee Oh Sees + The Eyes 

After I drop the proverbial needle on Josh & 
Ian’s Mystery Adventure Island, it is clear that they 
waste little time in infecting the unwary listener 
with notions of fun, jumpy rock n’ roll. Mystery 
Adventure Island is a cool mix of fuzzy, punk-influ-
enced garage rock that nestles in some post-punk 
elements. It’s consistently upbeat and displays a 
surprisingly endless abundance of energy from 
start to finish. Top numbers include “Kemosabe” 
and “Fountain of Phonies.” One can almost taste 
the angst-filled, punky attitude. Josh & Ian’s style 
also comes across as sunny with an almost Cali-
fornia–rock n’ roll–like atmosphere. The sound is 
well-refined, and its raw and dangerous quality 
is almost toxically addictive.

While it may be a stretch, I would have to say 
that this is truly Salt Lake City rock n’ roll at its 
finest. Mystery Adventure Island is many things. It’s 
something one can jump about and go off pogo-
ing to, something that inspires only the best and 
most volatile spasms. If that doesn’t quite sell you, 
consider this: Mystery Adventure Island is on par 
with other national, garage punk contemporar-
ies—say, Virginia punkers The Ar-Kaics. There 
are a lot of garage-punk groups out there that re-
play the same stuff over and over and offer noth-
ing new. While Mystery Adventure Island borders 
on being a tad repetitive and no doubt plays on 
familiar strings, Josh & Ian have something that 
strays toward the refreshing and intriguing. That 
said, the same, basic, fast, fuzzy rock n’ roll is 
quite present on this album. The difference is just 
that these guys are giving the garage sound a 
good kick—which, to be fair, it really needs.

Josh & Ian represent an essential contribution to 
a trend of rock n’ rollers who are laying down the 
future cultural landscape of the Salt Lake music 
scene. They get booked often and are thus acces-
sible, and if their live act is anything like what I’ve 
heard here, then they should have at least a few 
of their songs—like the ones mentioned—given 
some well-deserved airplay. More importantly, 
Mystery Adventure Island is an album that should 
be distributed far and wide. –Nick Kuzmack

Like, Listen To
East of the Sun and West of the Moon
MetCom/Gotta Groove
Street: 02.08
Like, Listen To = Iron and Wine +
Andrew Bird 

Like, Listen To are the most recent of many 
projects involving Provo-based singer-song-
writer Drew Danburry. This album, East 
of the Sun and West of the Moon, was written 
as acoustic-folk and accompanied by a string 
quartet consisting of Sydney Howard, Alys-
sa Pyper, Sara Bauman and Maia Cook. 
Each track on the album was recorded live to 
two-track on quarter-inch tape at MetCom Stu-
dios in Salt Lake City. During recording, Jesse 
Nicholas Quebbeman-Turley arranged 
and conducted the quartet while Danburry and 
Stuart Wheeler provided guitar and vocals.

Danburry’s warm, baritone vocals sound right 
at home over the acoustic guitar and are har-
monized beautifully with Wheeler and the string 
quartet. When the beautiful tones are used to 
convey angst, depression or jaded veracious-
ness, they achieve a different sort of harmony. 
There is a beauty housed in the specific kind of 
hopeless sadness in some of the lyrics. That feel-
ing magnifies over certain tones, such as the ones 
found in “Chagrin Falls,” when he sings, “There is 
a river flowing here / Connecting to someone out 
there / But somewhere in travel the words they 
unravel for fear / For when the ocean appears.” 

“Take Back the Night” provides good commen-
tary on the issues of sexual assault and misog-
yny, taking on victim-shaming and sexual bul-
lying. “Ego” sounds like Danburry is chastising 
an overly egotistical man, but he could also be 
taking on the ego itself. The quartet plays well 
together, and their talents are featured in a num-
ber of places on the album, like the close to two-
minute-long intro to “To Be Human” and again 
near the end of “The Sun in the Sky.”

The songwriting on this album does not stray too 
far from Danburry’s other music, but Quebbe-
man-Turley’s well-written quartet accompani-
ment, along with the deft performances by 
Howard, Pyper, Bauman and Cook, certainly 
makes this album a new and original collab-
orative project coming out of the Provo area. 
–Chris Proctor

Wing & Claw
Self-titled
Self-Released
Street: 01.16
Wing & Claw = Wild Rabbit + 
Lindsay Lou & The Flatbellys

Wing & Claw’s nomination as “Best Folk Ar-
tist” by City Weekly is easily justified. These Salt 
Lake City locals are true folk performers. As an 
Americana folk duo, James Miska and Gen-
evieve Smith can easily pack up their gear 
and set up wherever people will listen. Wing 
& Claw frequently play free shows around the 
city. You may serendipitously stumble upon them 
playing a set at Copper Common, or you might 
do some digging and catch one of their secret, 
speakeasy-type performances. Miska and Smith 
routinely brave the cold as street performers, 
letting his guitar, her cello and their split vo-
cals and percussions echo through Main Street, 
Park City, during the Sundance Film Festival, kick 
drum and everything. 

Wing & Claw just released their first full-length, 
a self-titled album that debuted at Stefahn’s 
Barber Shop in January. Wing & Claw, which 
sounds live rather than recorded, is available 
on digital download, CD and vinyl, and it’s as 
enticing and satisfying as it is to watch a record 
revolve under the stylus. The album balances 
slow-going and fast-paced acoustic rhythms, 
coupled with subtle cello that complements 
simple guitar chords, especially on tracks like 
“Slow Burning Feeling.” Contrary to some of 
their live performances, it sounds like the album 
incorporates brass horn to give an extra kick 
to Smith’s upbeat, quick cello bows on tracks 
like “Bones.” Wing & Claw are raw in the best 
way possible. Tracks like “Oak” and “A Crimi-
nal” taper off slowly to fast-paced plucks and 
strums, which are coupled with quiet to haunt-
ingly powerful vocals. 

It’s obvious that Wing & Claw are instrumental-
ly, vocally and lyrically diverse. Their lyrics are 
poetic and evoke a combination of the historical 
and modern American West and the many un-
told stories that live on the open plains: “Des-
ert air dries your bones / And wind licks your 
wounds / And your fingertips are scarred with 
the lines that you once wrote” (“Dust”). Whether 
Miska or Smith are singing solo or in harmo-
ny, powerfully or somewhat reservedly (like on 
“Seven Mistakes”), their voices are quintessen-
tially folk and Americana: untamed and perfect-
ly intertwined.

A grand showcase of talent and creativity, this 
duo has successfully and confidently spread 
their wings and gripped their talons onto the 
train to success. Undoubtedly accustomed to 
impassioned, live performances, Wing & Claw 
have entered the NPR Tiny Desk Concert Series, 
which I imagine will satisfy a room full of folks 
hungry for a wild, Western display.
–Lizz Corrigan

Are you in a local band?
Send us your album, and we’ll review it: 

reviews@slugmag.com.
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Antwon 
Double Ecstasy
Anticon
Street: 04.01
Antwon = Schoolboy Q + Clams Casino 
+ The Notorious BIG

With the release of his latest work, Antonio 
Williams, aka Antwon, has proven that he is still 
a voice in the underground hip-hop world. Dou-
ble Ecstasy is a short, five-track EP that takes lis-
teners on a rowdy journey through parties, clubs 
and other escapades that Antwon seems eager 
to share. As a whole, the album is both high-en-
ergy and experimental, combining a dance-y 
sound with Antwon’s raw, unrelenting vocals. 

Hailing from the Bay Area, Antwon first came 
onto the scene in 2011 with the release of his 
first mixtape, Fantasy Beds. His 2012 mixtape, 
entitled End of Earth, gained quick popularity 
in the underground hip-hop world, with tracks 
featuring witch-house producer Pictureplane 
and fellow rapper Lil Ugly Mane. In his earlier 
work, Antwon was able to combine a rough lyri-
cal style with laid-back electronic production. His 
obvious mastery of lyrics and experimental sound 
has helped Antwon break conventional molds of 
what rap can be. Double Ecstasy is no exception. 

At times, the EP feels like a retelling of an insane, 
drug-fueled party night in L.A. The production on 
each song is unique, to say the least. The first 
song on the album and the single, “Luv,” sounds 
more like an early-2000s industrial dance tune 
than a rap song, and Antwon’s lyrics disappoint-
ingly seem to take a backseat to the overall feel 
of the track. High-tempo, booming bass kicks 
fuel the songs on the album, à la rave culture. 
At times, some of the instrumentals are repetitive 
and almost too high-energy for Antwon’s lyrics. 
However, in tracks like “100K,” Antwon’s com-
manding vocals take over for the better. 

Following suit with his earlier releases, Double 
Ecstasy is a strong showcase of Antwon’s lyricism 

and delivery. His rapping on the EP is unadulter-
ated and real. Antwon fearlessly tells us of a life 
of sex, drug use and partying. His lyrics in “Dri-
Fit” sound like a modern-day Biggie Smalls, 
and it is obvious that Antwon has a firm grasp on 
his style and a mastery of varying lyrical meters. 
If it weren’t for such a strong delivery and vocal 
performance, Double Ecstasy would potentially 
sound like any other half-baked, experimental 
rap album. However, there is something about 
the lyrics in each song that paint a strong picture 
of a “party lifestyle,” fitting into the theme of the 
EP as a whole. 

Unlike his earlier releases, Double Ecstasy feels 
more like an album than just a collection of songs. 
The theme of each track seems to be similar, deal-
ing with lots of sex and lots of drugs. Though it 
gets a little repetitive at times when listened to as 
a whole, Double Ecstasy is a good glimpse into 
the life Antwon is living. It is obvious that he is 
still trying to push the boundaries of his music, 
which is refreshing. As a musician, Antwon seems 
unwilling or unable to rest on one single style, 
but instead pushes the boundaries of what hip-
hop music can or can’t be. Double Ecstasy is still a 
strong showcase of Antwon’s lyrical prowess as 
an emcee, a needed break from the unoriginal 
hip-hop that dominates the charts these days.
–Taylor Hartman

Black Mountain
IV
Jagjaguwar
Street: 04.01
Black Mountain = The Black Angels + 
Kraftwerk + Portugal. The Man

IV, Black Mountain’s fourth album, is as textural-
ly masterful as a pointillism painting, each dot 
a lone universe from which, when viewed from 
a distance, a landscape of surprising complexity 
emerges. The album begins with a detonation, 
and the quiet that follows after is eerie and fore-

boding. “Mothers of the Sun” slams abruptly from 
an erotic, heavy psych riff to tamer harmonic 
vocals and back, catching attention before any 
chance of distraction. Tinkling piano in the back-
ground lends the song increased depth. It ends 
softly and powerfully like a fugue, preparing the 
listener for their next dose of medicine.

“Defector” is lightly mathy with synthesizer 
styling that sounds like it was recorded in orbit 
around Ursa Minor. Liltingly progressive key-
boards underlay steady percussion and a mix of 
interspersed, slow-head-bang-worthy six-string 
aftershocks. Harmonies slip or catapult back and 
forth between Amber Webber and Stephen 
McBean, who play off of each other in their 
twangy, angst-ridden intonations. Dreamy krau-
trock, a velvety acid trip, swirls eardrums while 
heavy blues psychedelia pounds through like a 
violently throbbing heart. This trance is brought 
to you by John Gourley and hosted by Neu! 
On the surface, the mix may seem incongruous, 
but it is eclecticism that makes this album so sig-
nificant. Atmospheric guitar solos round out the 
set with some classic throwbacks, à la Hawk-
wind. This addition is subtle when transformed 
with modern blues and heavy reverb, but the in-
fluence is still apparent.

It is often easy for a group to stick to a tried-and-
true method for hard rock, but Black Mountain 
seem to take every song with an entirely different 
perspective. “Constellations” reeks of mid-2000s 
alternative without the nostril-heavy vocalization 
of many bands from that era. The substantial use 
of cowbell and a Dennis DeYoung injection 
had me flailing my hair until I slipped and fell into 
the cat bowl in my kitchen. With a bruise on my 
shin, screaming “More cowbell!” to myself has 
left my body sore and emaciated, but exhaustion 
and endorphins follow a good flurry of limbs 
and vocal chords. “Line Them All Up” employs 
melancholic folk, letting listeners surface for air. 
Previous songs on IV make this sweet and emo-
tive piece unexpected, but it allows for a dose of 
self-reflection amid a chaotic front half. It felt as 
if a reincarnation of a 1975 Stevie Nicks was 
channeling through my speakers, perfectly cap-
tured in bittersweet and earnest candor.

Heavy eyeliner and black wristbands not re-
quired. “Cemetery Breeding” is a gem, cutting 
and reminiscent, providing a bridge between the 
silky and thunderous rudiments of the album. The 
story in this song deals with somber affection and 
the simultaneous acceptance of death. Youthful 
anguish, when put in an adult perspective, is 
still the same, hidden cherry pit of despair, now 
less a scream and more a whisper, and it has 
become clear that nobody understands you, still. 
The contrasts evident on this album only seek to 
make the opposite more intense. Listening to this 
masterpiece from beginning to end feels like a 
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psychological journey spanning from elation 
to utter dejection. How ready are you to get to 
know yourself? The balance between shadowy 
romanticism and murky, driving rock n’ roll pro-
vides a rare, raw sincerity.  It’s only April, and I’m 
already positive that this will be my favorite al-
bum of 2016. Are you listening? –LeAundra Jeffs

Bleached
Welcome the Worms
Dead Oceans
Street: 04.01
Bleached = The Coathangers + FIDLAR + 
Best Coast

I was a little thrown by this album at first. When 
opener “Keep on Keepin’ On” came on, I did 
whatever the eardrum version of a double take 
is. I was like, “Wait, what? Hold on, this is 
Bleached?” At first, it sounded way different to 
me than their first album, Ride Your Heart. That 
song, however, doesn’t define the rest of the al-
bum and only really reappears in songs like “Des-
olate Town” and “Sleepwalking.” They step away 
from sounding go-lucky and over it—as was the 
attitude on their last album—and flirt with a little 
moodiness that progresses in a way that sounds 
somewhat like Bass Drum of Death at points. 

Bleached play with multiple motifs at once, jug-
gling surfer rock with grizzly riffs and the oc-
casional bopping keyboard like in “Hollywood, 
We Did It All Wrong.” There are a lot of different 
sounds going on here, but there’s a continued 
dependence on the familiar, established melo-
dies and progressions that we’ve all heard in 
the rough-and-tumble, ’60s girl-group set. While 
they’ve been compared to a rocked-out Shan-
gri-Las, I don’t think that they ever go bodily 
into that sugar-slicked-slicked territory. Instead, 
I think they sound at their most popped-out a 
little like ’90s indie-pop group Plumtree (but 
a little blastier). 

Welcome the Worms’ lyrics are a little less pre-
dictable, a little more original, than Ride Your 
Heart ’s. “Wasted On You” is an interesting track 
because of the way that Jennifer Clavin shad-
ows, weirdly, some early-’00s pop punk vibes. 
“I gotta stop wasting my emotions on you-ooh-
ooh-ooh,” she croons, giving off some good old 
angst. It doesn’t stand out at first, but it’s totally 
there, and I’m totally there for it. The little, high-
er-pitched “oohs” that echo back really cement 

the similarities. “Sour Candy” is the sort of melan-
choly pop song that its title hints at being. It starts 
off with an audio bit of a car starting with some 
jumbled voices, then proceeds into lamentations 
about “sugar-drenched” conversations washed 
down with “cheap whisky and sour candy-y,” and 
all the while painting an image of killing time and 
missing chances with some guy who isn’t “the 
talking type,” and sounds to me like he probably 
hangs out with the leader of the pack.

“Wednesday Night Melody” is anthemic, start-
ing out with stomp-stomp-stomp guitar and car-
ried through with the melodic, “Come on boy / 
Dry your eyes / It’s good to feel just a little alive.” 
It’s one of my favorite songs here, mostly because 
nobody tells boys to dry their eyes, and it’s satis-
fying to the ear and the heart to hear such a pow-
erful girl-set making it sound romantic and cool. 

Welcome the Worms is volatile, like not-yet-set 
Saturday-night plans, tugging and pulling in dif-
ferent directions that all end up in the same place 
at the end of the night anyway. From its dark-
er-hued tracks to the more typical, Sunshine State 
ones, the album fizzles with a carefree, youthful 
energy. Jennifer and Jessie Calvin sound a lit-
tle grittier here, and less cute, too. Welcome the 
Worms does sound like a more skillfully produced 
and written album than Ride Your Heart, which 
could be attributed to more serious writing on the 
part of the Calvin sisters, who went through tough 
times in love and life during its production. The 
album does taste of spoiled romance and jad-
edness, but it captures an appreciation of those 
things, and of pushing through them to create 
something good from the mess. While “Sour Can-
dy” did have some heavy, biker-boy aestheticism, 
that doesn’t mean that the emotions behind those 
archetypes aren’t any less rife. Bleached know 
that shit happens, and they tackle, pin and hang 
it up—a cool-girl memento banner. (Kilby Court, 
04.26) –Erin Moore

CFM
Still Life of Citrus and Slime
In the Red
Street: 04.08
CFM = WAND + King Tuff + Sleepy Sun

From the shadows of either side onstage, gui-
tarist and songwriter Charles Moothart (of 
great acts such as Ty Segall, Mike Kronin, 
and FUZZ) steps into the light with a brand-new, 
full-length album of his own. Still Life, though 

somewhat expected, is full of quick, garage rock 
chord progressions, sneering vocals and psyche-
delic freak-outs. For fans of his other projects, 
listening to Moothart’s solo work is like connect-
ing a missing dot in the growing constellation of 
Californian psychedelic musicians—a point lying 
somewhere just between the weirdness of Segall 
and the heaviness of FUZZ. 
Under the technically obscure (but still decipher-
able) name CFM, it seems obvious that Moo-
thart’s decision to release something on his own 
is a kind of statement for his own talents as an 
artist. He certainly deserves it. In the two months 
it took to record the LP, Moothart had isolated 
himself to reflect and create, following a brief 
separation from his girlfriend/bandmate. The re-
sult makes for a hard-hitting and lyrically thought-
ful collection of songs. Starting with the upbeat 
track “You Can’t Kill Time,” Moothart kicks off the 
record by playing a slow riff over a fast beat. He 
calls “Watching the list grow / I rub my eyes” 
as a gesture against the overwhelming pressure 
to push yourself toward constant productivity. 
I’d feel the same way if I were in Segall’s band.  
However, the song cleverly and suddenly cuts 
short, and he dives straight into Still Life.

Thematically, other tracks on the album also con-
tain words that are somewhat self-directed and 
lost. In “Brain of Clay,” Moothart depicts himself 
at an emotional low: “I cannot leave my bed / 
No remedy to see / I crawl inside my head.” 
However, you could almost miss the message 
with the powerful riffs and unruly drum lines be-
hind him. At times, it feels like Moothart is using 
the heavy aspects of his music to propel him out 
of emotion and into action. It gives him an advan-
tage in dark-tinged jams, such as “Lunar Heroine” 
and “Habit Creeps,” yet there is no denying the 
serious content of his lyrics. When considering 
the title of the album, Moothart seems to prepare 
us for this conflicting but unavoidable duality in 
creating any form of art. 

As for the sounds of the album, Still Life is more 
or less a lighter FUZZ album. Tracks like “Street 
Car History” and “Clearly Confusion” slam down 
firmly on the one and three beats, and CFM in-
corporate those eerie harmonies that color much 
of Segall’s work. I don’t say this to devalue the 
album or say that it’s boring, because Moothart 
clearly executes this style well. However, do not 
expect a huge departure from what we know his 
music to sound like. As Segall begins to explore 
the funky parts of his musical talent, Moothart, 
for better or worse, keeps grounded to his roots. 
There are times, though, when songs change the 
pace unexpectedly, like the easy beat, “Slack,” 
or the cerebral wanderer, “Purple Spine,” but 
for the most part, expect heavy jams on your lis-
tening forecast with high chances of solos that 
course up to 70 mph.

For a first release, Moothart proves hand over 
fist that he can hang with the best of them. He’s 
taking this project on the road for the first time this 
year, so here’s to hoping that they come through 
Salt Lake City. –Nic Smith

Charles Bradley
Changes
Daptone
Street: 04.01
Charles Bradley = James Brown / 
Alabama Shakes + Lee Fields

Soul music, like any genre, has never been short 
of artists willing to champion its sound, regard-
less of the mainstream’s unwillingness to pay at-
tention. But in the last year, soul has been at the 
top of the charts with young sensations like Leon 
Bridges and Alabama Shakes. While these art-
ists have claimed their fame rather quickly, one 
current soul singer champion has seen the ulti-
mate highs and lows that America has to offer 
someone chasing its dream.

Charles Bradley’s story is not one of rags to rich-
es, but rather rags to, simply put, dreams come 
true. The 67-year-old singer has happily found 
modest success on the Daptone label since re-
leasing his debut album, No Time For Dreaming, 
in 2011. His opportunity to play his music across 
the world has come after years of working min-
imum-wage jobs and playing small club shows 
as a James Brown impersonator. Bradley’s story 
is chronicled in a well-made documentary, titled 
Charles Bradley: Soul of America.

Changes (Bradley’s third album) begins with a 
love letter and seemingly ends with one. The 
opening track, “God Bless America,” is an open 
letter to Bradley’s home country while the closing 
track, “Slow Love,” is an intimately detailed letter 
to a lover in a blossoming relationship. Bradley’s 
inclusive scope, from a whole country in the al-
bum’s beginning to a single lover at its end, with 
personal stories and political anthems in be-
tween (“Change For The World”), is reminiscent 
of Marvin Gaye and his incredible dynamic 
artistry as a singer and writer. 

While Bradley’s music has never felt anything 
close to guarded, Changes might be his most per-
sonal album yet. He finally has a new life and 
worldview to sing to us about—one that’s come 
to him through the fruition of a dream that he’s 
worked to fulfill his entire life. On “Ain’t It a Sin,” 
Bradley takes the opportunity to let loose some 
steam as he discloses the toll that success has 
taken on him. “I tried to be a righteous man / 
I tried to give love all over the world / but I’m 
tired of being used,” he shouts. Where some sing-
ers might take those same feelings and fashion 
a down-tempo song about exhaustion, Bradley 
creates an anthem of love for self. “Ain’t It a Sin” 
rumbles with a funky beat carried by a rigid bass 
line and backing horns, while Bradley, like his 
idol James Brown, sings with a contagious sense 
of pride.

Perhaps the most touching song on the album is 

Changes’ title track. A cover of a Black Sab-
bath song that he dedicates to his deceased 
mother, “Changes” displays Bradley’s incredible 
ability to convey emotion with his voice and his 
deep love for various kinds of music. To hear die-
hard Sabbath fans refer to Bradley’s version as 
better than the original in the YouTube comments 
section is a powerful example of Bradley’s sincer-
ity and natural ability. 

“Changes” is also a great example of the simpler 
production and arrangement values that shine 
on Bradley’s third album. Bradley’s tremendous 
voice seems to be mixed at an equal level with 
each song’s instrumentals (unlike the majority of 
his first two albums), providing for a balanced 
listen that doesn’t overemphasize a voice that 
requires no help in being heard. Whether the 
production on Changes is any different or not, its 
ability to authentically cover a spectrum of emo-
tions and evolve Bradley’s style in subtle ways 
makes it his most refined and diverse album to 
date. –Justin Gallegos

The Coathangers
Nosebleed Weekend
Suicide Squeeze 
Street: 04.15
The Coathangers = La Luz + Bikini Kill + 
Shannon and The Clams

At last, The Coathangers have released the al-
bum with which I can faithfully annoy my neigh-
bors at an astonishingly high volume. I initially 
came across this group via the release of Suck 
My Shirt and a couple solid live shows. Needless 
to say, after my thorough exposure, I was sold. 
After hearing that another album was in the 
works, I waited patiently for The Coathangers to 
put out this superb release. Nosebleed Weekend 
was produced in Valentine Recording Studios in 
North Hollywood, California. The studio had 
been closed since 1979, but recently reopened. 
There, The Coathangers worked with producer 
Nic Jodin and released their fifth studio album 
with Suicide Squeeze. To my excitement, Nose-
bleed Weekend picks up where Suck My Shirt 
left  off, making for a logical progression be-
tween the two albums. It has a rock n’ roll sound 
that one could pull from the Girls in the Garage 
comps of the ’60s, but adds a contemporary 
flair that derives from the no-bullshit attitude of 
the groups that defined the riot grrrl movement. 
More importantly, though, The Coathangers 
maintain their infamous, whiskey-soaked vocals 
and dirty, garage-meets–post-punk sound while 
emphasizing Nosebleed Weekend ’s move to a 
more mature groove.

After switching the album on, I am pleased to say 
there is no filler on Nosebleed Weekend. Each 
track has its own individual merit and brilliantly 
plays off of other songs as the record progresses. 
To kick things off, the first track, “Perfume,” pumps 
a cool backbeat that is mixed with calming vo-
cals. In contrast, the second track, “Dumb Baby,” 
is jumpy and fun, much like what one would be 
familiar with from Suck My Shirt. “Sqeeki Tiki” is 
easily the oddest number on there—but it’s still 
pretty good.  It has the snarky qualities that one 
can expect and love from The Coathangers, but 
the random squeaky sound in the background 
throws me off. In a weird way, though, it is kind 

of charmingly cute, if not slightly aggressive, in a 
get-your-attention kind of noise. Other top num-
bers for the listener’s immediate consideration 
are the lead single, “Make It Right,” the title track, 
“Had Enough,” and my personal favorite, “Down 
Down.” I found that this last track has a sound 
perfect for my long walks and times of needed 
decompression, which require deep contem-
plation of the complicated and absurd. Though 
“Down Down” has this sort of calming effect, 
there is a brief disruption of the tranquility with 
a break into rough riffs. But, to be fair, I’m used 
to the breakdowns that The Coathangers play in 
their music. It’s one of their notable qualities that 
allows someone like me to space out and then 
suddenly be brought back to reality. 

I picked these few tracks out, but let me assure 
you, once again, that this album is solid from 
start to finish. It’s something that one can play 
and only risk offending the uninspired or cultural 
fuddy-duddies. All in all, Nosebleed Weekend is 
the must-have record of 2016. It boasts the sound 
the fans have come to know and love while offer-
ing something refreshing and solid for new and 
old ears alike. Not adding this to your collection 
would suggest that you are running dangerously 
close to the edge of obvious musical deprivation. 
–Nick Kuzmack

Desaster
The Oath of an Iron Ritual
Metal Blade
Street: 04.08
Desaster = Gospel of the Horns +
Nocturnal + Deströyer 666

Every black thrash fan has a go-to band, and 
mine has been Desaster ever since I first heard 
Tyrants of the Netherworld. These German jugger-
nauts have since recorded nothing but solid slabs 
of raw, black iron, shot through with veins of 
chaotic thrash. In fact, 2012’s The Arts of Destruc-
tion still reigns among my favorite black thrash 
albums of all time, and there are some fierce 
contenders in that category. When I heard that 
they were putting out another album this year, 
I couldn’t contain my excitement. I sought it out 
right away and listened nonstop for a few days.

Honestly, The Oath of an Iron Ritual is a good al-
bum that suffers mainly by dint of being released 
after an album I hold so dearly to my cold, des-
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iccated heart. The songs are solid and full of 
sword-raising riffs, but they lack the infectious, 
instantly memorable quality of The Arts of Destruc-
tion. At first, I thought the album might have been 
slower, but it was, in fact, a little faster than its 
predecessor. Songs like “The Cleric’s Arcanum” 
come ripping out of the gate with no apologies 
and no remorse, while “Damnatio Ad Bestias” 
surges with sporadic energy. Then I thought it 
might have been the playing, but Desaster have 
honestly never sounded sharper—not even on 
The Arts of Destruction. 

One of the big surprises off The Oath of an Iron 
Ritual is “Conquer & Contaminate,” which uncov-
ers an incredible Sodom-like snarl to Infernal’s 
guitar. Proving that a death metal groove only 
enhances the sensation of black thrashing misan-
thropy, it opens up the second half of the album 
with a hail of bullets and plague flies.

However, “Haunting Siren” has slowly wormed 
its way into my heart, coming out ahead as my 
favorite track on the album. Desaster have always 
somehow managed to nail these long-playing 
tracks, infusing them with variety and personality 
every time. 

In all honesty, The Oath of an Iron Ritual might 
even be the objectively better album. However, 
the more I listen to it, the more I realize that De-
saster probably don’t care much about outdo-
ing themselves and would much rather focus on 
shattering skulls with their relentless black thrash 
attack. In that regard, they absolutely succeed. 
This album drips with a familiar, gleeful menace, 
and Sataniac’s evil laughter still sets the tone for 
the proceedings. It’s everything you could possi-
bly want out of a Desaster album—no more, no 
less—and that’s a damn sight better than what 
most artists deliver year after year.

If you’re looking for a band that constantly re-
invents their sound and pushes the boundaries 
of their genre, you’re barking up the wrong tree 
here. Desaster do what they have always done—
crank loud, fast, heavy metal—and they do it bet-
ter than just about anybody out there. For some 
of us, that’s enough. For now, The Oath of an Iron 
Ritual is a solid release that’s well worth the atten-
tion of any black thrashers out there who want a 
taste of the good stuff. –Henry Glasheen

Frankie Cosmos
Next Thing
Bayonet Records
Street: 04.01
Frankie Cosmos = Camera Obscura + 
Lady Lamb

Frankie Cosmos, who goes by Greta Kline 
when she’s not performing, will make you fall in 
love with twee again. She writes the kind of pop 
songs that twinkle through their lo-fi realism with 
penetratingly simple lyrics. To listen to Cosmos 
is to have a personal copy of her journal in your 
hands—neatly written poems about friendships, 
insecurities and subway observations. There 
may be doodles of Justin Bieber (à la her “Art 
School” music video), or a single thought turned 
into an entire song—“Sinister,” for example came 
from the thought, “Sometimes I feel sinister.”

Though her Bandcamp is fraught with EPs, short 
albums and singles, Next Thing stands out as a 

thoughtful, more expansive piece. If an EP is a 
short story and a full-length album is a novel, 
Next Thing is more like a collection of vignettes. 
She has a delicate way of creating succinct yet 
impactful music—the kind of sticks-to-your-bones 
craftsmanship not always synonymous with con-
temporary indie pop. There is nothing trite or 
self-indulgent about the constructs of her com-
positions, no hint of the pervasive “wealthy, hip 
songwriter with an expensive laptop” attitude. 
She writes music that is a little bit electronic and 
a little bit pop, and it feels homey—which is not 
to say it’s subpar. Rather, it’s recorded in a gen-
uinely welcoming manner that makes me feel as 
though I’m watching her perform at a house show 
or even in her own bedroom. 

Next Thing opens with “Floated In,” which asks 
the ever-relevant question, “What are you do-
ing?” The album is almost begrudgingly peppy, 
making it a dead ringer for millennials every-
where. The pacing of the tracks is upbeat but 
freckled with tension-building pauses that seem 
to reflect awkward moments in everyday human 
interactions. In “Fool,” Cosmos describes a lack-
luster romance: “I thought we could eat bread 
/ I thought we could talk / On darker days / 
With our boots kicked off.” Much the same way 
that Taylor Swift can dropkick the world in the 
heart with a phrase as straightforward as “We’ve 
got bad blood,” Cosmos writes simple lyrics that 
are exquisite descriptions of 20-something love. 
In “Embody,” she sings, “Everybody understands 
me / But I wish nobody understood me / So you 
could be the one who did.”

Of course, love isn’t the only song-worthy topic, 
and Cosmos probes into other facets of being 
around in 2k16. In the introspective “O Dreaded 
C Town,” she seems to describe the decline of a 
friendship and announces her indifference with 
“I don’t know or care to know / I don’t know or 
care to care.” Though a few of her tracks end on 
a morose note, for the most part, Cosmos’ nar-
rative is candid and sincere. In other words, it’s 
not wallowing-over-a-breakup music, but more  of 
something that you’d put on when you’re on track 
to hit an upswing. 

I gets the feeling that I could find Cosmos slinging 
coffee at a local shop, figuring out student loans 
and what do with life—just like the majority of 
us. In “I’m 20,” she says, “I’m 20 / Washed up 
already / I’d sell my soul for a free pen / Armed 
with the name of your corporation.” In a way, it’s 
like Cosmos personally has your back, and that’s 
part of what makes listening to her so pleasur-
able. –Kia McGinnis

Parquet Courts
Human Performance
Rough Trade
Street: 04.08
Parquet Courts = Pavement + Lou Reed 
+ Sonic Youth

I try to remember that music reviews are usual-
ly little more than entertaining displays of bias, 
and Parquet Courts put mine on parade—raw 
recordings, vaguely ’60s, Western tones, dead-
pan delivery and literary lyrics. I’ve been smit-
ten since the first listen. For their fifth studio al-
bum, Parquet Courts haven’t deviated far from 
the quintessential sound that they’ve been cul-

tivating for years. However, coming off of the 
moody and media-frenzied Content Nausea, 
the theme of Human Performance continues with 
self-examination and self-criticism in an increas-
ingly distracting world.

The album starts off with the mind-emptying 
mantra jam “Dust,” whose tom-heavy cadence 
leads to the amusingly simple, metaphorical 
command: “Dust is everywhere / Sweep!” Front-
men Andrew Savage and Austin Brown re-
peat the chant in unison as the song builds into a 
piling and overwhelming crescendo that finishes 
with the blaring horns of street traffic and winds 
from tall buildings. It suggests the feeling of a 
New York setting that Parquet Courts have been 
simultaneously rejecting and embracing in their 
music for some time—and even later in the same 
album with “One Man, No City.”

Head cleared, we’re led into the title track, 
which depicts the ending of a relationship and 
the speaker’s sudden reassessment of his iden-
tity—“Is love just a performance? Is grieving a 
performance?” etc. Savage calls out “Phantom 
affection gives a human performance / Witness 
it now / Fractured and hurt” with a rare use of 
echoed vocal effects to amplify the feeling of 
longing. This issue of loss and isolation recir-
culates again and again in different moments 
throughout the album. In The Velvet Under-
ground–esque lullaby “Steady On My Mind,” 
Brown sings, “I’ve never felt committed to much 
but that don’t mean that I can’t learn / To recip-
rocate what you send my way,” and in “Berlin 
Got Blurry,” Savage says, “Feels so effortless 
to be a stranger / but feeling foreign is such a 
lonely habit.” The band seems to be consistently 
struggling to reconcile their human desire to feel 
connection and the solipsistic byproduct of inde-
pendent youth culture (see also: Father John 
Misty’s I Love You, Honeybear). 

That being said, the sound of the album some-
what recalls Sunbathing Animal, but is much less 
aggressive. Their rowdiest song, “Two Dead 
Cops,” is familiar in spirit, but isn’t quite as 
punchy as some of their previous punk tracks like 
“Ducking & Dodging” or “The More It Works.” 
Instead, most of the tunes take place in mid-tem-
po rhythms and have a somber quality without 
getting as experimental as they were in last 
year’s Monastic Living. Personally, I don’t think 
Parquet Courts need to be jumping up and down 
all the time to make a good record. “It’s Gonna 
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Happen,” for example, is an intimate closing 
song that also holds the lyrical weight of their 
usual songwriting (another subversive love song, 
by the way). Still, taken broadly, the album is 
a little underwhelming, considering the band’s 
capabilities—and that hurts to say.  Maybe it’s 
the lack of memorable lines or maybe it’s just the 
result of their maturity, but I didn’t have as strong 
of a connection this time around. Fans of Parquet 
Courts will be undoubtedly excited just to hear 
new content from these guys, but lukewarm lis-
teners can probably steer clear without missing 
out on much. I’m hoping that this album will be 
the stepping-stone to more emotional explora-
tion in the future. –Nic Smith

Woods
City Sun Eater In The River Of Light
Woodsist
Street: 04.08
Woods = The Growlers + Grizzly Bear

New York band Woods are ready to release their 
ninth full-length album, and second studio-record-
ed album, City Sun Eater In The River of Light—
and it is more haunting than ever. Woods regu-
larly produce first-rate, indie-folk music, combing 
acoustic and electric sets with great live perfor-
mances that balance ease and edge. Aside from 
great music, Woods also created a successful re-
cord label, Woodsist. Woodsist allows the Brook-
lyn boys to release their own albums as well as 
some albums by their friends, including White 
Fence and Kurt Vile. Woodsist hosts an an-
nual Woodsist Festival in Big Sur, California, pre-
sented by (((folkYEAH!))), which merges East 
and West Coast indie-folk culture. Released via 
Woodsist, City Sun Eater maintains bucolic ease 
but in a dense, powerful way, manifested by the 
band’s bedroom-born, DIY, get-shit-done attitude 
and best sound yet. 

Sun City Eater primarily commits to an anxiously 
driven, trance-like approach. The album offers 
a nuanced version of their indie-folk sound, in-
fused with powerful elements of psychedelia, 
jazz, Afro-Cuban percussion and horns. Some 
key characteristics of the album’s psychedel-
ic pursuit include a slowed tempo and strong 
emphasis on long, distorted and spun-out elec-
tric guitar jams coupled with singer Jeremy 
Earl’s falsetto vocals. The novelty is made clear 
from the start, with City Sun Eater’s debut track, 

“Sun City Creeps,” which paints an image of 
an underground city club, buzzing with jazz 
and influenced by ’70s psychedelia. “Sun City 
Creeps” epitomizes the album’s overall psyche-
delic assertion, which surpasses former attempts 
on albums such as With Light and With Love. 

Consumed with the subject of lightness, City Sun 
Eater calls upon a spookier light, especially on 
tracks like “Hang It On Your Wall,” which invokes 
an eeriness through slow drumming, droning and 
high-pitched rings. In a few lines, Earl suggests 
a dark and ghostly past revealed in an ominous 
light. “Take light / You’ll feel fine / I need some 
oxygen to the brain / And I’ll be back again.” A 
repetitious demand to “take a photograph,” and 
“hang it on the wall” sets the tone for a haunt-
ing and seemingly transcendental vociferation to 
“come back when you need someone to hold on 
to / someone to fall back to.”   

While Woods explore intense and evocative 
instrumental and lyrical arenas, they still incor-
porate a sense of instrumental lightness, found 
on former tracks like “Cali in a Cup” and “Shep-
herd,” which rely heavily on acoustic sets with 
beachy-electric undercurrents. City Sun Eater 
harvests the band’s historically familiar, poppy 
indie-folk sounds on “Politics of Free” and “Morn-
ing Light” with upbeat and acoustic melodies, 
whereas tracks like “Creature Comfort” and “Hol-
low Home” seem to fall between the band’s ex-
pressions of modern creep and traditional beach. 

Having been together more than 10 years, 
Woods made the right move to experiment with 
new sounds and reverberations. City Sun Eater 
should be praised as monumental in the evolu-
tion and progression of Woods and is especially 
catalytic in Woods not being forever classified 
as an indie-folk band. If you happen to be on the 
East Coast this spring, catch Woods on tour with 
Ultimate Painting for the best of beach rock 
and psychedelic jams. Here’s to hoping that they 
expand west and make a stop in the City of Salt 
on their way to or from Woodsist Festival 2016. 
–Lizz Corrigan

Yeasayer
Amen & Goodbye
Mute
Street: 04.01
Yeasayer = MGMT + 
Brooklyn Tabernacle Choir + Vampire 
Weekend

Amen & Goodbye hails the long-awaited return 
of Yeasayer—whether or not it is a triumphant 
return is a separate matter. On one hand, this 
is by far their most tightly put-together and cin-
ematic release, but on the other hand, through 
the lengthy recording process, the enlisting of 
Joey Waronker as producer (all the other 
albums have been self-produced) and various 
other factors, Amen feels almost too polished. 
It lacks the distinctly explorative spontaneity of 
2007’s All Hour Cymbals, only briefly or with 
some trepidation touches on the uniquely gyrat-
ing sounds of 2010’s Odd Blood, and invariably 
ends up sounding like a distilled—though not en-
tirely disappointing—variation of 2012’s Fragrant 
World. As a standalone work, Amen & Goodbye 
is masterful, yet in relation to their other works, it 
seems like a small step where great leaps have 

been previously made. Through the sheen, some 
gems—intricate and captivating like only Yeasay-
er can be—do manage to shine through.

The album opens with “Daughters of Cain,” a 
brief introduction to the religious tones Amen 
dances with and around for the remainder. 
It begins with a subtle piano vamping in the 
background, while a vocal/choral arrange-
ment, similar to those often used by Queen, 
moves to swell and envelop the track. With 
eyes closed and mind willing, it stimulates lush-
ly immaculate images for the listener—think 
steeples, cathedrals, choirs in flowing white 
robes. My favorite parts of Amen are the songs 
and moments that keep to this religious motif. 
Essentially, they are the innovations in this al-
bum—they are Yeasayer reaching out and be-
yond. The first single, “I Am Chemistry,” is an 
example of Yeasayer skillfully combining new 
grandiose tones with the quirky synth sounds of 
“Ambling Alp” from Odd Blood and the gang 
vocals from All Hour’s “2080”—it is a song that 
can’t help but capture the uninitiated and adept 
alike. Featuring Suzzy Roche of The Roches, 
“Half Asleep” opens with sounds and textures 
reminiscent of a Hindu chant—deep, glowing, 
individualized—and evolves to sound more like 
a day in court during medieval times. It is a 
story of love wound around an ever-changing 
(and challenging) sonic landscape—simulta-
neously regal and jangly. A stripped-down 
number with an antiquated, wandering there-
min (look up “Somewhere Over the Rainbow” 
played on the theremin) and brutally sincere 
lyrics, “Uma” is refreshingly beautiful in its sim-
plicity and inherent honesty—one can’t help 
but admire a track that is so obviously the misfit 
yet manages to unite the other tracks. The al-
bum essentially closes with “Cold Night” (the 
final/title track is nothing more than a blip or 
two). “Cold Night” exhibits a roving and am-
bient background, guitars plucked seemingly 
directly from Death Cab for Cutie’s Kintsu-
gi, and emotively charged lyrics like “Is there 
something I could have told you / To carry you 
through the cold night?”—thoroughly satisfying 
next to its negligible successor. 

One pivotal feature of this album is its cover art. 
David Altmejd has created an engaging cross 
between the covers of The Beatles’ Sgt. Pep-
per’s Lonely Hearts Club Band and Pink Floyd’s 
The Division Bell: mismatched, threatening stat-
uesque figures, all seemingly with their own 
motives and problems, patiently wait against a 
blue-sky backdrop. It is a sublime and surreal 
manifestation of motion and stagnation, commu-
nication and ignorance.

Whether we are to understand Amen as a solemn 
“goodbye” or reinvigorated “hello” is unclear. It 
succeeds more often than it doesn’t, and even 
when it doesn’t, those tracks are straight from 
the B-side pile of the other albums. Fans will be 
pleased. Newcomers may find themselves tan-
gled up in the learning curve. –Z. Smith
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Friday, April 1
Folk Hogan, Baby Gurl 
- ABG’s
Note Of Passage - Bayou
Magda Vega - Brewskis
Sammy J, Looce, Zeek, Siss, 
Swells, Tenelle - Complex
The Dandy Warhols,  
Seratones - Complex
DComplexity, Bzenjil,  
glowcoil - Diabolical
Color Animal - Garage
Citizen, Turnover,  
Sorority Noise, Milk Teeth 
- Kilby
Mobb Deep - Liquid Joe’s
Monuments, Entheos,  
sleepmakeswaves,  
Waves of Infinity, Aether 
- Loading Dock
The Shacks, The Hanks 
- Muse Music
Badfeather, Stonefed  
- State Room
Wild Women Symposium 
- The Leonardo
We Bang, Mister Black, 
Heff, illoom - Urban
Provo Gallery Stroll  
- Various Galleries
Ogden’s First Friday Art 
Stroll - Various Galleries
Westward the Tide,  
Static Waves, Tabernacles 
- Velour
Set Your Anchor, Militant 
- Why Sound
 
Saturday, April 2
Althea Rene - 50 West
Latin Jazz Factory - Bayou
Hallovved, Eqiinox - BEAU
The Coverdogs - Brewskis
Underoath, Caspian 
- Complex
Joanna Newsom,  
Robin Pecknold - Depot
Chris Orrock & Pals  
- Feldman’s Deli
The Wayne, Whiskey Fish 
- Ice Haüs
Sunflower Bean, Weaves, 
New Shack - Kilby
Bane, Twitching Tongues, 
Axis - Loading Dock
Leæther Strip,  
Ludovico Technique,  
Tragic Black, IMPXVIII, 
Contaminated Intelligence 
- Metro
2016 Wasatch Mountain 
Film Festival  
- Mt Jordan Theatre

Badfeather, Stonefed  
- OP Rockwell
Spring Orchid Show  
- Red Butte Garden
Dr. Derg, X&G, Mr. Vandal, 
Hecka, Gravy.Tron - Urban
Curtis Wardle - Why Sound
 
Sunday, April 3
Michale Graves - Metro
Spring Orchid Show  
- Red Butte Garden
 
Monday, April 4
Denzel Curry,  
Allan Kingdom,  
JK The Reaper,  
SDOTBRADDY - Complex
She Is We - In The Venue
Dreamers, Arkells - Kilby
Indigenous - State Room
Lissie, Skrizzly Adams 
- Urban
 
Tuesday, April 5
Rumi Poetry Club  
- Anderson-Foothill Library
Atlas Genius, Skylar Grey, 
Secret Weapon - Complex
William Singe - Depot
Radius, Ivy Local,  
Young Feel, Kasen Shawn 
- Kilby
Rabanes, Los Hollywood, 
Cenizas Ajenas  
- Liquid Joe’s
Kitten, The Greeting 
Committee, Vinyl Tapestries 
- Loading Dock
Night Beats, Hot Vodka, 
Max Pain & The Groovies, 
DJ Nix Beat - Urban
 
Wednesday, April 6
SNOG, The Labyrinth 
- Area 51
Alexa Dexa, Emily Brown, 
Josaleigh Pollett,  
Sales & Co. - Kilby
Big Shiny Geek Show Pub 
Quiz - Lucky 13
Lyrics Born - OP Rockwell
Anders Osborne,  
Sister Sparrow & The Dirty 
Birds - State Room
Melody Pulsipher  
- Summit Lounge
Talia Keys, Mary Tebbs, 
Canyons, Medusa’s Cross 
- Urban
 

Thursday, April 7
New Volunteer Orientation 
- Broadway Theatre
Joe McQueen Quartet 
- Garage
Astronauts, etc.;  
Harriet Brown,  
The Sleep Talk - Kilby
Jackdevil, Gomorrah,  
Beastial Karnage,  
ToxicDose - Metro
Jesse RS, Brother Chunky 
- Muse Music
Samba Fogo presents:  
Conexão (Connection) 
- Rose Wagner
Headhunterz - Sky
Dumb Luck, Linus Stubbs, 
Dusk, Malev Da Shinobi, 
Lost Boy - Urban
Joy - Velour
Soap Making  
Workshop with  
Tami Thornton of  
Beehive Soap & Body 
Care - West Elm
Burp, Salduro - Why Sound
 
Friday, April 8
Morgan Whitney - 50 West
Inttra-Venus & the  
Cosmonauts - ABG’s
Double Helix - Bayou
Penrose - Brewskis
Bury The Wolf - Club X
Gary Clark Jr., Baskery 
- Complex
Father John Misty,  
Tess & Dave - Depot
The Used - In The Venue
The Shivas, Soft Limbs,  
Max Pain & The Groovies 
- Kilby
Metal Gods - Liquid Joe’s
Lizano - Muse Music
Samba Fogo presents:  
Conexão (Connection) 
- Rose Wagner
Myriad Dance presents: 
Doors - Sugar Space
Pete Yorn - Urban
Sugar House Art Walk 
- Various Galleries
New Shack, Coral Bones, 
Drape - Velour
Farewell Nick Wan  
- Why Sound
 
Saturday, April 9
I Am Salt Lake: Live! 
- 50 West
Jason Lyle Black - Alleged
Mr. Lucky Blues - Bayou

DJ Juggy - Brewskis
New Volunteer Orientation 
- Broadway Theatre
Slaine of La Coka Nostra, 
Bax Warriors Night - Club X
Tribal Theory, Teki, Makisi, 
Funk & Gonzo - Complex
Late Night Alumni - Depot
Nine Spine Stickleback 
- Farmington Community 
Arts Center
Red Desert Ramblers  
- Feldman’s Deli
The Used - In The Venue
Nathan Fox, The Arvos, 
City of Salt - Kilby
Miss Witch,  
Buried for a Day  
- Muse Music
Tribal Seeds, Anuhea, E.N 
Young - Park City Live
Spring Bonsai Show  
- Red Butte Garden
Samba Fogo presents:  
Conexão (Connection) 
- Rose Wagner
Darude - Sky
The Wild Feathers,  
The Shelters - State Room
Smiling Souls, Sun Divide 
- The Royal
Slow Art Day and Family 
Art Saturday - UMOCA
Peter Murphy - Urban
The Brocks - Velour
The Anchor, Like Wildfire 
- Why Sound
 
Sunday, April 10
Laura Stevenson, Crying, 
Chris Farren - Kilby
Spring Bonsai Show  
- Red Butte Garden
DMA’s, Beachmen,  
The Hound Mystic - Urban
 
Monday, April 11
Unwritten Law, Fenix TX  
- In The Venue
SUCC Open Mic  
- Union Theatre
Burn Atlas, Holy Revolver, 
Dealin In Dirt,  
Comfort Cage - Urban
 
Tuesday, April 12
Parov Stelar - Complex
Dark Star Orchestra - Depot
Folk Hogan,  
King Columbia,  
Jack Wilkinson - Kilby
Elvis Costello, Larkin Poe 
- Kingsbury

Highly Suspect - State Room
Matthew Logan Vasquez, 
Reverend Baron - Urban
 
Wednesday, April 13
Twiztid,  
Blaze Ya Deadhomie,  
Boondox, Lex The Hex  
Master, Davey Suicide, 
Trilogy - Complex
Parachute, Jon McLaughlin 
- In The Venue
The Smith Street Band,  
Lee Corey Oswald, 
Hard Girls - Kilby
Roger Clyne & The  
Peacemakers - Liquid Joe’s
Big Shiny Geek Show Pub 
Quiz - Lucky 13
Ellie Goulding, Broods 
- Maverik Center
Autolux Eureka, The Butcher 
- Urban
 
Thursday, April 14
Beer & Ballet - Spring 2016 
- Capitol Theater
Mystic Circus,  
Matthew Silver - Kilby
Amy Schumer  
- Maverik Center
ABSU, Odium Totus,  
Befouler - Metro
Grounded - Sugar Space
The Bee: True Stories from 
the Hive ‘Fer Rude’ - Urban
 
Friday, April 15
Highway Thieves,  
Lost In Bourbon - ABG’s
A.M. Bump - Bayou
Quinn Brown Project 
- Brewskis
Wolf Alice, Slaves  
- Complex
Cara Despain,  
Michael Handley - CUAC
Nathaniel Rateliff & The 
Night Sweats - Depot
Basement, Turnstile,  
Defeater, Colleen Green 
- Kilby
Gene Loves Jezebel  
- Liquid Joe’s
Sustainability Book Group 
Discussion - Marriott Library
Free Drop-in & Print  
Session: Papermaking 
- Marriott Library
Whitney Horrocks  
- Mountain West Cider
Wearing Thin, Keyes,  
Despite Despair, Vitae 

- Muse Music
Berlin Breaks, A Lily Gray, 
IRIDIA - State Room
Grounded - Sugar Space
Color, Pattern, and Texture 
- UAF Gallery
The Cave Singers,  
Dræmhouse - Urban
Salt Lake Gallery Stroll 
- Various Galleries
Go Suburban, Okkah,  
The LoveStrange,  
Tal Haslam - Velour
 
Saturday, April 16
Alan Michael - Bayou
The Metal Dogs - Brewskis
The Howl, Dry And Dusty, 
Ripe Mangos, Thollem  
- City Limits
Flatbush Zombies,  
Dom Kennedy,  
Dizzy Wright,  
The Underachievers,  
Hieroglyphics,  
Devin The Dude - Complex
Problem Daughter,  
Show Me Island, Stay Wild 
- Kilby
Rain: A Tribute To The  
Beatles - Kingsbury
Darkness Divided,  
Behold The Creator  
- Loading Dock
The Bastard Suns,  
Tainted Halos, Civil Schism, 
The Green Leefs - Metro
My Fair Fiend, Great States, 
The Cold Year,  
Mome Wrath - Muse Music
Ferry Corsten - Park City Live
Whiiite - Sky
Lukas Graham - State Room
Grounded - Sugar Space
Queer Prom  
- The Leonardo
SENSE/ABILITY Tour 
- UMOCA
David Christopher,  
Robbie Hardkiss & Gavin 
Hardkiss, WishFM,  
Diggabeatz vs Unkphae,  
Metroplex, Chris Wright 
- Urban
The National Parks,  
John Allred, Caleb Darger 
- Velour
 
Sunday, April 17
Judah & The Lion,  
The Saint Johns, John Allred 
- Complex
Tracii Guns - In The Venue
Bombino, Last Good Tooth 
- State Room
Grounded - Sugar Space
Cloud Cult - Urban
 
Monday, April 18
George Clinton and  
Parliament Funkadelic 
- Depot
Tangerine, Peach Dream, 
Creature Double Feature, 
Josh & Ian - Kilby

The English Beat  
- OP Rockwell
SUCC Open Mic  
- Union Theatre
The Movement,  
Newborn Slaves,  
The Tribe of I - Urban
 
Tuesday, April 19
Indigo, Plateau Soft Blonde, 
The Artificial Flower  
Company - Kilby
Black Fast, Hatchet,  
Green Death, ToxicDose, 
Bestial Karnage - Metro
Zion I, Burnell Washburn, 
Better Taste Bureau - Urban
 
Wednesday, April 20
Hot House West - Gracie’s
In Dying Arms, Convictions, 
Set to Stun, Phantoms,  
Infection of the Broken 
- Loading Dock
Big Shiny Geek Show Pub 
Quiz - Lucky 13
Digital Underground  
- Sandy Station
Playing Ghosts - Velour
The Wasatch Fault,  
The Last Lost Continent 
- Why Sound
 
Thursday, April 21
Comedy & Other Opinions 
- 50 West
Fired Pilots, Breezeway,  
The Wednesday People 
- Kilby
The Devils Of Loudun, 
DiseNgaged,  
Entomb the Wicked,  
Ossatura - Loading Dock
U.S. Bastards,  
The Feros Project, CVPITVLS 
- Metro
Howie Day - State Room
Grounded - Sugar Space
The Bee presents:  
Migration: An Evening of 
Storytelling with La Raza 
- UMOCA
SLUG Localized:  
Swell Merchants,  
Cig Burna, POET  
- Urban
The Saturday Giant - Velour
 
Friday, April 22
Foreign Figures,  
VanLadyLove - 50 West
Urban Pioneers,  
Hillfolk Noir - ABG’s
Chalula - Bayou
Ridin’ South - Brewskis
Mount Moriah,  
Margaret Glaspy - Kilby
Die Fledermaus - Kingsbury
Quiet Riot - Liquid Joe’s
2Cellos - Maverik Center
Doris Day, The Anchorage, 
Pop Warner,  
Second Anchor Live  
- Muse Music
Grounded - Sugar Space

Hook n Sling, Friendzone 
- Urban
Voodoo Orchestra,  
The Inevitables - Velour
Robert Linton - Why Sound
 
Saturday, April 23
NEXT Underground  
- Alleged
Mullet Hatchet - Brewskis
Zomboy, Ghastly - Complex
Frightened Rabbit,  
Caveman - Complex
J Boog, Fortunate Youth, 
Makisi - Depot
Family Art Saturday  
- Fashion Place Mall
Randy & Mr. Lahey  
- In The Venue
Holy Water Buffalo,  
The LoveStrange - Kilby
Die Fledermaus - Kingsbury
RGE x AGE - Loading Dock
Mildred, Wicked Bears, 
Breezeway - Muse Music
Grounded - Sugar Space
14th Annual Lone Peak  
Celebration - Trolley Square
PaceWon, Rics Rumble, 
Gryzzlee Beats,  
New Truth, Erasole James, 
Hemis - Urban
Festive People, Neu Yeuth 
- Velour
 
Sunday, April 24
Grounded - Sugar Space
Rock ‘n’ Roll Swap Meet 
- Urban Indian Center
 
Monday, April 25
SUCC Open Mic  
- Union Theatre
 
Tuesday, April 26
The Delphic Quorum,  
Community Center,  
Simply B - City Limits
Judah & The Lion,  
The Saint Johns, John Allred 
- Complex
Fear Factory, Soilwork  
- In The Venue
Bleached, NO PARENTS 
- Kilby
Iron Kingdom - Metro
The Milk Carton Kids  
- State Room
Your Meteor, Spirit City, 
Small Lake City - Urban
Rosedale - Why Sound
 
Wednesday, April 27
D.R.I., X-Method, CVPITVLS 
- Club X
Eliza Rickman, Goldmyth, 
James Junius - Kilby
Big Shiny Geek Show Pub 
Quiz - Lucky 13
Dressy Bessy, L.A. Witch, 
Baby Ghosts, Big Baby 
- Urban
Rihanna - Vivint Arena
 

Thursday, April 28
Mark Chaney & The  
Garage Allstars - Garage
Beach Slang, Potty Mouth, 
Dyke Drama, Eyesore 
- Kilby
Doktor Kaboom - Kingsbury
Holy Grail, Incite - Metro
Spy Hop’s Annual Benefit: 
Make. Believe. - 
 Rose Wagner
Extreme Midget Wrestling 
- Sandy Station
Tritonal - Sky
The Widdler, Durandal, 
Strk9, Funkmod - Urban
Paul Jacobsen - Velour
 
Friday, April 29
Tiger Gang, Collin Creek 
- ABG’s
The Delphic Quorum,  
Simply B, Silver Slippers, 
Reaper The Storyteller 
Featuring Lynnea Divine 
- Area 51
Joe Friday - Brewskis
Kvelertak, Torche,  
Wild Throne - In The Venue
Uvluv, Middle Class Marvel, 
The Shape of Color - Kilby
Star Trek: The Ultimate 
Voyage - Kingsbury
Wild Nothing, Whitney 
- Loading Dock
A Broadway Convention 
- Masonic Temple
Arbor Day - ZAP Free Day 
- Red Butte Garden
The Weekenders,  
Modern Dance, Quiet Oaks  
- State Room
Opening Reception:  
Out Loud - UMOCA
Napalm Death, Melvins, 
Melt Banana - Urban
Park City’s Last Friday  
Gallery Stroll  
- Various Galleries
 
Saturday, April 30
Fetish Ball - Area 51
The Number Ones - Bayou
Get Down Tonight - Brewskis
SoulWorks Fair  
- Dancing Cranes Imports
Rupaul’s Drag Race  
- Battle of the Seasons 
- Depot
The Summer Set,  
Handsome Ghost,  
Royal Teeth,  
Call Me Karizma,
Apocalyptica, 10 Years, 
Failure Anthem  
- In The Venue
Mojave Nomads,  
Panthermilk, Rumble Gums, 
Westward - Kilby
‘68, Charlatan,  
Sorrow For Virtue  
- Loading Dock
Austin Cross - Muse Music
Easy Star All-Stars, Tatanka 
- State Room

Tokimonsta, Flash & Flare 
- Urban
Ian Connors - Why Sound

Sunday, May 1
SLC PINK Zine Release:  
Big Baby, Sally Yoo,  
Ana Hardy - Kilby
 
Monday, May 2
Violent Femmes - Depot
Say Anything,  
mewithoutYou, Teen Suicide, 
Museum Mouth  
- In The Venue
Day Wave - Kilby
“Back & Forth”  
- Libby Gardner
 
Tuesday, May 3
All Systems Fail,  
Lazy Susan, Brain Bagz, 
Geneva Conflict - Kilby
The Slackers,  
Show Me Island - Urban
 
Wednesday, May 4
Behemoth, Myrkur  
- Complex
ZHU, Gallant - Depot
Coasts, Knox Hamilton  
- In The Venue
Social Repose,  
Whitney Peyton,  
Steven Joseph  
- Loading Dock
Big Shiny Geek Show Pub 
Quiz - Lucky 13
 
Thursday, May 5
TV Girl, Wounded Youth, 
90s Television - Kilby
Morgan Page - Sky
Prince Po, Declaime, 
D-Strong, Georgia Muldrow 
- Urban
The Junebugs - Why Sound
 
Friday, May 6
Pick up the new issue 
of SLUG  
- Anyplace Cool
Red Shot Pony - Brewskis
Sorry, Second Hat, GABI 
- Kilby
Ritual, Voices of Ruin,  
Silent Sorcerer, Thalgora, 
Unceremonial  
- Loading Dock
Season of Suffering,  
Hypernova Holocaust,  
Deicide, Dezecration,  
Sonifera - Metro
Pillars Of Salt Zine Event 
- Muse Music
Annual Spring Plant Sale 
- Red Butte Garden
Thelem, illoom, Durandal 
- Urban
Provo Gallery Stroll  
- Various Galleries
Ogden’s First Friday Art 
Stroll - Various Galleries

Get your event listed for free in our calendar! Sign up for a free SLUG Calendar account at slugmag.com/calendar.
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